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I. INTRODUCTION 
To consider the general problem of inference for a 
finite population we first introduce suitable notation. 
The elements of the finite population are denoted by 
U = [u^: i=l,2,...N], the parameter space is denoted by©/ 
the set of possible actions is denoted by A, the set of pos­
sible probability systems is denoted by E and the prior in­
formation is denoted by I. 
The parameter space 0 is the N-dimensional vector space, 
[e=(yi,y2,...,YQ) : y^ER^/I=l/2, ...N] where y^ is the 
characteristic associated with unit U^. Inference is usually 
for some function of the parameter. Such functions include 
the total, the mean and the mean of those y^'s greater than 
some specified number C. 
The set of possible actions A, is the set of estimators 
agA, of the parameter of interest. Denote by S, the collec­
tion of all groupings of elements (by a grouping we shall 
mean any one of the possible configurations obtainable from 
U). For example a grouping may be s^= We ex­
clude the null set and the whole population U. The esti­
mator a is a function of the elements of the parameter 
^^l'^2'''*^N^ associated with the elements contained in 
an element stS and of the prior information I. 
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The set of probability systems £ represents all pos­
sible methods of selecting samples (groupings) s from S. 
Nonnegative weights, p(s), are assigned to s such that 
Z p(s) = 1 
SeS 
Denoting an index set by^, 
E = { Pn : Z p (s) = 1 
° seS ^ 
and 
PQ (S) > 0 V seS, aeX j 
The symbol p^ will be called a sampling design and we will 
henceforth drop the subscript a. We now define what we shall 
mean by a survey design. 
Def. A survey design consists of a sampling 
design and an estimator for the population 
characteristic. 
The prior information I includes all possible informa­
tion available to the survey designer. Naturally, it is as­
sumed that the designer does not know the actual parameter 
^^l'^2'" example, prior information may be in the 
form of an auxiliary variable (X^,...XQ) which is correlated 
with (y^^, .. .y^j). Or it may be possible to stratify (group) 
the units of U of the population sc that the y^^ in any par­
ticular group possess nearly the same value. 
The prior information will influence the survey 
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designer's choice of action and of sampling design. He 
utilizes the available information, I, in selecting the 
best, in some sense, aeA and peP. Let us denote by 
W(a(s),f(0)) the loss incurred by the survey designer when 
he chooses aeA, f(©) is the parameter of interest, and s 
is the sample selected. The loss function is assumed to 
be such that if a(s) = f(G), he incurs no loss. The loss 
function is also assumed to be bounded. For example, a 
loss function may be of the form W(a(s),f(0)) = (a(s)-f(G)) 
where a(s) and f(0) are finite. Let 
E [W(a(s),f (e) ) ] = z W(a(s) ,f (0) )p(s) 
seS 
denote the expected loss which is a function of a, p and 
f(0). Then aeA and pe£ may be said to be best with respect 
to the loss function W(a(s),f(0)) if they jointly minimize 
the expected loss. When W(a(s),f(0)) = (a(s)-f(0))^, the 
expected loss is the Mean Squared Error (M.S.E.). 
The general problem of finding the "best" agA and ppP 
has been considered in the literature. Often the space A 
has been restricted to a subclass of the class of all pos­
sible estimators. Horwitz and Thompson (28), Godambe (16), 
Koop (31) and Roy and Chakravarti (50) restricted A to be 
a subclass of linear estimators. Hanurav (22) restricted 
& 4- r\ 4-V^ -r-w-vT a 1 o o 4--i m sa 4-rv r* o cf-r*ii r»— 
tion of a suitable sampling design is of sole interest and 
4 
emphasis is placed on obtaining a p which offers some de­
sirable properties. For example, given a, Hanurav (24), 
Sampford (51), Midzuno (37) and Fuller (15) have developed 
unequal probability sampling designs for which nonnegative 
unbiased estimators of variance are available. Neyman (41) 
and Ericson (10) considered the optimal allocation of a sam­
ple to strata given that the population had previously been 
stratified and given that the stratified mean was to be used 
as the estimator. Dalenius (7) and Dalenius and Hodges (8) 
considered an "optimum" method of stratifying the population. 
One group of authors have utilized the expected var­
iance as a criterion of bestness. Cochran (4) first applied 
the expected variance in a survey design situation. Some 
other contributions in this area include the rejective sam­
pling design of Hdjek (20) and the minimax estimation con­
sidered by Aggarwal (1). Other authors who have used the 
expected variance are Godambe (16), Rao, Hartley and Cochran 
(48) and Hanurav (25). The expected variance will be treated 
in detail in the next section. 
It appears that some restrictions on the general prob­
lem are required to obtain a satisfactory solution. Often 
the class of estimators is restricted to unbiased estimators. 
This is a common restriction imposed by many authors since 
unbiased ccti^^tcrz hsvs the advantage of i) simple inter­
pretation and ii) additivity. Other common restrictions 
5 
include fixed sample size designs and admissible estimators. 
In the following section several treatments of the prob­
lem of selecting the "best" aeA and peP will be discussed. 
Emphasis will be placed on the criterion used in deriving 
estimators or sampling designs. 
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II. DISCUSSION OF CRITERIA IN USE 
A. Mean Square Error (M.S.E.) 
It is natural to call the sample design and estimator 
which yields the smallest M.S.E. "best". The M.S.E. may be 
used to evaluate both the estimator and the sampling design 
given the prior information. Godambe (16) has shown that 
given the finite population (y^,...,y^) and if A is re­
stricted to the class of linear unbiased estimators, and £ 
is restricted to the class of sampling designs admitting un­
biased estimators of the variance of aeA, that there does 
not exist a uniformly (for all y) minimum variance unbiased 
estimator for Y^. More recently, Godambe and Joshi (17) 
have extended the result to the class of unbiased estimators. 
Hanurav (25) has shown that if £ is restricted to the 
class of Unicluster Designs, i.e. if for any two samples s^ 
and s^ such that p(s^) > 0, p(s2) > 0 
i) s^ and Sg are either disjoint (no common elements) 
or 
ii) every unit u^gs^ is also in s^ and vice-versa, 
then the Horwitz-Thompson estimator is the minimum variance 
unbiased estimator in the class of linear estimators (it is 
the only one). Of course, it is assumed that these Uni­
cluster Designs admit an unbiased estimator. One drawback 
of the Unicluster Designs is that an unbiased estimate of 
7 
variance of the estimator is not available. An example of 
a Unicluster Design is systematic sampling with equal prob­
abilities . 
B. Admissibility 
Although an estimator is not minimum M.S.E. it may 
satisfy the weaker condition of admissibility. For a given 
sampling design p, an estimator e^ is admissible for f(6) 
if there does not exist another estimator 62 such that 
M.S.E. (eg) < M.S.E. (e^) uniformly for all (yj^/• •. /y^j) and 
M.S.E. (e^) <M.S.E. (e^) for at least one particular 
(y^, ... ,yjj). Admissibility restricts consideration to 
"reasonable estimators". Clearly, if we restrict ourselves 
to unbiased estimators, we may replace M.S.E. by the vari­
ance V. Since in the definition of admissibility, a sam­
pling design p, is assumed, admissibility as defined does 
not provide a guide for the determination of the "best" 
sampling design. An estimator e which is admissible with 
respect to a sampling design p^, may not be admissible with 
respect to another sampling design p^. 
Godambe and Joshi (17) have shown that if the design 
is such that the inclusion probability for every unit in 
the population is positive and if we restrict consideration 
to unbiased estimators, then the Horwitz-Thompson (H.T.) 
estimator is admissible. On the basis of the admissibility 
8 
criterion, it would be reasonable to select the estimator 
and sampling design such that the estimator is admissible 
and to choose the sampling design which minimizes the M.S.E. 
of the estimator. If we restrict A to the class of unbiased 
estimators, we could consider the H.T. estimator as a likely 
candidate. The variance expression for the H.T. estimator 
(Yates and Grundy, ( 56)) for fixed size n will include both 
the inclusion probability of unit i and the joint inclusion 
probability of units i and j (i/j). The minimization of 
this expression with respect to the inclusion probabilities 
requires knowledge of the parameter (y^,...,yQ). 
C. Uniform Admissibility 
Joshi (30) broadened the idea of admissibility to in­
clude the sample design in defining what he called "uniform 
admissibility". 
Def. An estimator eg and sampling design p^ 
are uniformly admissible for the population 
total T(y) if there does not exist any other 
estimator e^ and sampling design p^ such that 
i) Expected sample size for p^<Expected sam­
ple size for p^ 
ii) M.S.E. (e^/P^) <M.S.E. (Sq/Pq) and strict 
inequality holds either in i) or for at 
least one yeR^ in ii). 
9 
Joshi's justification of uniform admissibility as a 
criterion is the following; 
i) Admissibility alone compares estimators with re­
spect to a fixed design, Pq. For a given p^, an 
estimator e^ may be admissible but the estimator 
e^ may not. However, there may be another sam­
pling design p^ for which e^ is admissible and 
M.S.E. (e^,p^) (eQ,pQ). 
ii) In practice, considerations of cost and time are 
important. If there exists a p^ such that 
M.S.E. (e^fP^) _< M.S.E. (eQfPg) and the expected 
sample size (p^) <expected sample size of (PQ)/ 
then it would be wise to use in the survey 
design. 
Joshi showed that the estimator 
IGS 
where n(s) is the number of distinct units in the sample, 
and any fixed sample size design p* are uniformly admissible 
for the population total Obviously, a large class of 
sampling designs satisfy the conditions in Joshi's results. 
D. Expected Variance 
Cochran (4) compared the variance of the sample mean 
for stratified random sampling, one unit per stratum, with 
10 
the variance of the mean for systematic sampling (sys.). 
He made the assumption that the elements were serially cor­
related, the correlation between two elements being positive 
and a monotone decreasing function of the distance apart of 
the elements. He then pointed out that to assume the cor­
relations to be strictly monotone for an actual finite pop­
ulation would not be realistic. Although the correlogram 
may be downward sloping, individual fluctuations about the 
trend may prevent it being strictly monotone. Hence, he 
regarded the finite population as being a sample from an 
infinite population in which the correlations are monotone. 
Comparison of the two survey designs was on the basis of 
the expectation of their respective variances over all 
finite populations that could be drawn from the infinite one. 
Specifically, Cochran assumed the infinite population 
to have the parameters 
^ov(y\,yj) = i = j 
2 
= p^CT i y j where j -i = u and 
P u > P v ^ O  ,  u <  V . 
The utilization of the expected variance of the estimator 
over all finite populations as a basis for selecting the 
11 
sample design and estimator is now commonly called the ex­
pected variance criterion. We denote the expected variance 
by ^ V. The sample design peE and estimator agA with smallest 
^ V are then said to be best with respect to the infinite 
population. Cochran's main result is that for all infinite 
populations in which 
Pi>Pi^l>0 i = 1,2, ... ,N-1 and 
Pi_l Pi+1 " 2p > 0 i=l,...,N-2 
^V(sys.) <^V(strat.) <(simple random sampling). 
Godambe (16) attempted to justify the expected variance 
as a criterion for the selection of estimators. His reasons 
were the following; 
i) "On the basis of past experience regarding 
several factors which influence the value of 
the variate y under study, or because of the 
knowledge of the distribution of one or more cor­
related values, the statistician often may have 
certain expectations of y associated with dif­
ferent individuals in the population." 
ii) "These expectations are a priori expectations in 
the sense that they exist before drawing and admit 
simple interpretations in terms of a priori prob­
abilities. " 
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Godambe formalized the a priori information as follows ; 
^(y^) denoted the a priori expectations, y(y^) the apriori var­
iances and it was assumed that the a priori covariances of 
YyYy, X / X' (&ov(y^,y^,)) were zero. Further, it was as­
sumed that the ^ (y^) did not change after drawing one or 
more units from the population and observing the values of 
y associated with them. Godambe also stated that if the 
estimator depended on it would be of little practical 
use since y(y^) is almost never known. 
Godambe attempted to minimize the ;^V(e,p) with respect 
to the subclass of estimators 
T5 = Itj = PigYi1 
les 
where b. is the coefficient of the i^^ unit in the s^^ sam-is 
pie and over all possible peE. The notation appears in 
Koop (31). Minimization of ^V(e,p) resulted in difficulty 
and so Godambe minimized |^V(e,p) with respect to a subclass 
of designs where dgD^ satisfied, 
i) d is a fixed sample size design, units selected 
without replacement 
ii) the inclusion probability of unit u^ , 
X " N ' y\' 
S ^ (y^ ) 
\=1 ' 
T T ,  =  „  ^ ^  ( y ^  )  > 0  v \  
13 
Godambe then showed that 
N /(y. ) N 
< v ( t  , d )  >  z  — -  z  / ( y ^ )  .  
^ ^ X=1 \ X=1 ^ 
Further, he showed that the H.T. estimator satisfied this 
lower bound. Hence it was best. Godambe also showed that 
if 
i) y(y^) = c^(y^)^ where c is a positive constant 
* I ' ' 
ii) £ = \P : P is a fixed sample size design se­
lecting units without replacemen^, 
then 
V(H.T. estimator, peD^) < j^V(tg,p eP*) 
H^jek (20) also restricted A to unbiased estimators in 
Tg and attempted to find the "best" estimator and sampling 
design. Quoting HËjek, "the notion of optimum strategy is 
useless when only one particular sequence y^,...,yQ is con­
sidered, because the problem disappears if we know it, and 
has no solution if we don't." Hefjek also used the expected 
variance approach, i.e. he supposed there existed a certain 
probability distribution with mean vector and variance-
covariance matrix Z in the space of sequences y^,...,yQ 
and searched for an unbiased estimator in and pe£ which 
would minimize the ;^V(tg,p) . Hcfjek justified this approach 
on the grounds that 
i) In most cases, one has some knowledge of conditions 
14 
producing values and can express it in 
the form ^  and J], 
ii) The assumption of a probability distribution with 
parameters ji and Z influence the sampling-estimating 
strategy but do not influence the validity of the 
estimated sampling errors. Any mistake in ^  and Z 
will only cause the sampling errors to be on the 








and a cost function of the form 
N 
(ir^ ; inclusion probability of the i^^ unit) is assumed, 
Ha'jek showed that any survey design such that 
i) 7r^ proportional to 
15 
Pis = ir 
iii) 2 Pis fXYi) = ,2 f <Yi) 
les 1=1 ' 
for ail s such that p(s) >0 is the best one in the 
sense that it minimizes the ]^V(t^,p) for a fixed 
cost. 
Such a design may not exist but if - p., 
c^ = c, V^, he showed that simple random sampling without 
replacement and the sample mean satisfied conditions i), ii) 
and iii). 
HËjek (20) also expanded the ^ V(tg,p) in the form 
N p 
•^V(t ,p) = Z( Z p. -^(y.) - Z-é.) p(s) 
^ s ies ^ 1=1^1 
+ Z y(y. ) ( Z (p. -:.)S(s) + (l-TT.)} 




denotes summation over all samples containing unit i. This 
illustrated that the minimization of ;^V(t^,p) involved the 
examination of two components. The first component contained 
the a priori means and the second, the a priori variances. 
Under a somewhat more general a priori set-up, i.e., 
f(yi) = fi>o V. 
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•^ovCy^/Yj) = i = j K > 0 
= R( |i-j I ) i / j 
where R(|i-j[) is a convex function, HËjek showed that un­
equal probability systematic sampling with and the 
H.T. estimator is the optimum survey design. Note that 
Ha'jek assumed that the a priori variances would be known 
and be important in the construction of the estimator and 
sampling design. Godambe (16) on the other hand felt that 
the a priori variances would rarely be available to the 
survey designer. 
E. Hyper-admissibility 
Hanurav (25) introduced the concert of Hyper-
admissibility which is weaker than uniform minimum variance 
in that a uniform minimum variance unbiased estimator is 
also hyper-admissible. On the other hand an admissible 
estimator is not necessarily hyper-admissible. 
The parameter (y^,...,y^) can be envisioned as a point 
N in R space. Let e be an unbiased estimator of the popula­
tion total T. An unbiased estimator for any linear com­
bination, 
• N 
of the y^'s can be obtained by replacing y^ in e by ^ \y^. 
17 
For example if = 0 or 1 for all i, let K J(^'s be 1. 
Then an estimator e is hyper-admissible if it is admissible 
in and if the estimator e* created by substituting yf^y^^ 
K for y^ is admissible in R . Thus hyper-admissibility re-
N 
quires that e be admissible not only in the whole of R but 
also in each of its principal hyperplanes. Formally, 
Hanurav (22) stated, "In the class of unbiased estimators 
of T, e in T is hyper-admissible if it is admissible when 
the parameter y is restricted t , the interior of any prin­
ciple hyper surface R^~." 
Hanurav justified hyper-admissibility by arguing that 
in the estimation of linear parametric functions 
N 
in which some of the are known to be zero, the parameter 
N 
space of relevance should no longer be R but a hypersurface 
N 
of R and the estimator should be admissible in this hyper-
surface. If another linear parametric function becomes of 
importance at a later date, a new type of estimator may be 
required if the original estimator is not hyper-admissible. 
F. Superpopulation 
The concept of superpopulation is present in any dis-
Vmf  ^O O JL A A W J— V VAJu  ^%-A A A w Vf # k»/ s.» Va» t * w* w ^   ^  ^ w 
of the prior information I. In most of the literature 
18 
knowledge of the distribution of the superpopulation is 
limited to the mean, variance and covariance. Rosenzweig 
(49) assumed knowledge of the family of underlying dis­
tributions. He was interested in the presence of large 
units in the sample. He assumed all elements beyond some 
value YQ were selected from a truncated Weibull distribu­
tion. It was desired to estimate the population mean 
utilizing the knowledge of the form of the underlying dis­
tribution. The observations larger than Xq were tested for 
skewness. If the null hypothesis (underlying distribution 
is exponential) was not rejected, the simple mean was used 
to estimate the mean of these elements; if it was rejected, 
a linear estimator based on order statistics was used. The 
overall estimator of the population mean was based on a 
weighted average of the means of the two groups. 
When information on the type of distribution is avail­
able, as opposed to knowledge of the moments only, a dif­
ferent approach is utilized. Whereas Godambe,- (16) and 
Ha'jek (20) used the moments in their choice of pe£ and 
aeA, Rosenzweig used his knowledge of the distribution to 
construct preliminary tests of the distribution parameters 
to obtain an estimator. 
Another superpopulation result is that of Blackwell 
diiu Gli-ticuiCjs. (3). Tlie dùLîiOi-to ulacuaa Lîie coucepL ux d 
statistical game involving a finite population. Given a 
19 
sample space (Y,b,P), a fixed-sample size experiment is per­
f o r m e d  a n d  a  v a l u e  o f  a  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e  y =  ( y ^ ^ ,  . . . , i s  
obtained. The statistician has to select one out of a class 
A of possible actions (by actions is meant an estimator 
a tA) . He incurs a loss L dependent on y and aeA. The prob­
lem is to determine the optimum method of selecting a sample 
of size n from the N elements when the cost of sampling is 
independent of the units i. Further structure is placed on 
the problem, namely; 
i) A sample space (Y, where y= (y-j^/• • •/y^j) eY 
and Y= Tz/* p(ylco) = 1 if y = CO 
- 0 otherwise 
ii) arbitrary space of actions 
iii) a set S of all subsets of the integers 1 to N of 
iv) a decision function space S x D with elements (s,d) 
where d depends only on the coordinates specified 
by s and d(y)£ A Vy. 
size n 
v) A class of random 
fined on S x A x Y, nonnegative and such that 
a) Z Z 0(s,aly) = 1 Vy 
seS aeA 
b) 2 0(s,a|y) is independent of y V sgS 
aeA 
Sw /  ^ 'W A, O 
coordinates of yj. 
20 
vi) À group G of elements g defined on S x A x Y a 
g^\y,œ,â) = (gY^(y), g J(œ), g^(â)) 
where T is a permutation of the integers 1,2,—,N 
and Â = S X A . 
vii) A loss function L defined on V x A and does not de­
pend on s and constant V permutations of the co­
ordinates of Û0 = y . 
Invoking the Principles of Invariance and Sufficiency they 
show that the strategy of simple random sampling is the 
preferred action. The authors do not consider the estima­
tion of a function of y = • • •/Vjj) • 
G. Minimax Criterion 
Aggarwal (1) considered the estimation of the mean of 
a finite population. He first assumed that 
i) -










OJ 2.(yi-hw' = i=l R N 
where 
iii) The sample space is (Y,V,P) vfhere Y is in R^, 
21 
'u is the set of all distributions œ on hyper-
N planes in R of the form + 72 ... + 
and subject to ii) above. 
iv) The action space A is the real line R^ 
v) The loss function L, defined on (U x A) is given 
2 by L(ûû,a) = (a -
He reduced his search of aeA to those estimators 6 which 
were minimax, i.e. which minimized 
sup E^L(a)fa) 
where denotes expectation with respect to o). Referring 
to Blackwell and Girschick's result Aggarwal assumed SRS with­
out replacement. He showed that if nature's strategy was 
to pick 11^ from a N(0,8 ), the sample mean is a minimax es­
timator. Further, he showed that the usual stratified mean 
is minimax. Minimax estimators however are not unique. A 
simple graphical example is shown below. Suppose there exists 
R(9) 
0 e  e  0 
only three possible estimators 6^ of a parameter 0. 
Denote R^(0) the risk associated with estimator 6^. 
22 
Clearly if 6^ and are minimax in 
this restricted class of estimators. However, if it is 
suspected that 0 is "close to zero" then is to be pre­
ferred to 6^ even though 6^^ is also minimax. 
23 
III. THE ANTICIPATED VARIANCE 
Specifying the prior information in the form of knowl­
edge of the superpopulation from which the finite population 
was selected is one possible way in which information avail­
able to the survey designer may be formulated. In some cases, 
information is limited to the first order moments and in 
other cases to the form of the superpopulation. Other types 
of prior information involve the specification of a linear 
relationship between y and a known variable x or the speci­
fication of a monotone trend in the expected value of the 
y's. In this study, we shall assume that the survey de­
signer has some knowledge of the vector of expectations ^ 





where \y\ > 0 
24 
This specification of the prior information is similar 
to that employed by Cochran (4), Godambe (15) and Hefjek (20) 
when ^ and 'Z are interpreted as the first two moments of a 
superpopulation. Occasionally the prior information may 
specify the vector of values as a function of a concomittant 
variable (e.g. |3x^ with unknown). The designer is ex­
pected to know the ratios Y../y.. i/j/ prior to sampling 
11 J J 
and , multiplying by an unknown constant > 0 will not 
alter the ratio, The importance of the knowledge of 
'Y../Y-. will become evident later. 11 'jj 
To keep the estimator and design from being entirely 
model dependent, we shall restrict the estimator to be un­
biased and (or) consistent for with respect to the sampling 
design irrespective of any model assumptions. 
Since the survey designer has only prior information at 
his disposal in designing the survey, the measure of "good­
ness" for his survey design must be a function of his prior 
information. As a measure of "goodness" we define the An­
ticipated Variance as follows : 
Def. The Anticipated Variance (A-V) of estimator 
a of the finite population mean under the sampling 
design p is the variance of the expression a-Y^ 
treating the imperfect prior information as if it 
were true. 
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This definition assumed that the prior information is 
expressible in a probabilistic manner. The notation A-V(a-Y^ 
can be used to denote the anticipated variance of a as an es­
timator of Y„. Where no confusion will result we shall ab-
breviate this notation to A-V(a). 
If the entities in III.l are interpreted as moments of 
a superpopulation from which the finite population has been 
selected the A-V(a) is the variance of the expression a-Y^ 
over all samples n and all finite collections of N random 
variables from a superpopulation with the specified moments. 
The situation is as follows; 
Given the vector of values p, "nature" draws a random 
variable (€^,...,6^) from the given superpopulation charac­
terized by a zero mean vector and covariance matrix The 
values i=l,2,...,N comprise the finite popula­
tion of size N. The survey designer wishes to select a sam­
ple of size n, say, (y^,—,y^) from (yj^,y2/—/Yjj) to esti­
mate Yjj, the finite population mean. Under the superpopula­
tion model, ^Xy^ji) = where ^ (y^|i) is to be interpreted 
as 'the average value of y^ over all finite populations of 
size N.' The notation '|i' is redundant since the integer i 
is used to designate the population unit of interest. The 
notation is not meant to convey a conditional expectation in 
the probabilistic sense. A similar interpretation is given to 
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y(Yj^l i), (variance of y^) and ^ ov(y^,y^ ) j i, j ), (covariance 
of y^ and y^). 
There are two sources of randomness under the model. 
One source of randomness is associated with selection of the 
finite universe from the superpopulation. The other source 
of randomness is associated with the sampling design p. The 
selection of the e^ is assumed to be independent of the sam­
pling design. This is a reasonable assumption since the 
sampling design is a function of the units (1,2,...,N) and 
not a function of the character y associated with the units. 
The sample of size n, (y^f.-.y^), from y^,...,yjj) can 
also be considered a sample from the superpopulation. Al­
though we sample from (y^^/•.. ,yj^), we only observe (y^,... ,y^). 
Thus, given a sample of size n, (y^,...,y^) we may fix the 
indices (l,2,...,n) and average over all finite populations 
of size N containing (y^,...,yn). We then obtain the ex­
pected value, under the model, of the estimator conditional 
on the sample containing the elements indexed by i=l,2,...n. 
When the model is y^ = (ix^ + e^ with (e^,...eQ) dis­
tributed with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix Yt we may 
assume that each unit i in the population has two related 
characteristics y^ and x^ and selection of a sample of size 
n will result in the observation of n tuples ),..., 
(v .X ) . Tn -hhi <5 rase li ^ will Vif» internrefed am mean— 
-n n r '1' • ^ -
ing "^(y^ [x^)= jix^. Furthermore, to simplify the notation, 
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^(a-Y^[x^,—,x^) will be written as ^(a-Y^js). Similarly, 
^(a-Y^lx^, ... ,x^) will be written T^a-Y^js). 
For example, if in III.l, = 0 for i / j, and 
a = .Z, Pis?! 
1=1 
is unbiased for Y^ under p, then 
•^(a-Y^|s) = Z Pisfi 
1=1 
and 
A-V(a) = Z( Z Pi^f.-fL)2p(s)+ Z /.[ Z (ti. -l)^P(s) 
s i=l IS 1 ^ i=l ^ S9i 
+ (l-TT^)] 
The survey designer may not believe in a superpopulation 
model. However, when asked to "guess" at a value for unit i, 
he is often able to give some value which he feels will 
approximate y^. The process through which the designer ar­
rives at is his assessment of the situation based on his 
"experience". For example, if he is estimating income, 
may represent last year's income of unit i increased by a 
percentage cost of living factor. Needless to say, is 
rarely the true value of y for unit i. In this nonsuper-
1 4 rM-» e T +-n a4- 4 *0 e 4"*Ko ' c 
anticipation for 
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We assume that represents an "average" of all "feel­
ings" the designer has concerning the value Such an 
"averaging" process is of a subjective nature, the antici­
pated value being a function of the possible values 
(his "feelings") and their degrees of "likelihood" Pj (those 
^j's that he feels more likely to be y^ will have larger 
Pj's), j = l,...,M^; finite. No two designers can be 
expected to arrive at the same values for and P^, nor 
would it be realistic to assume that every designer obtains 
his anticipated values by specifying and P j, j = l,...,M^ 
for all i. The designer may often state the value with­
out specifying the and Pj . However, he is assumed to be 
performing, subconsciously or "within himself", an averaging 
process in order to obtain 
In addition to specifying the designer may also 
have a feeling or a measure of "confidence" or "accuracy" 
for the It is natural to draw a parallel between this 
measure of "confidence" and a variance. For example, he may 
be able to specify a range about ^  ^ within which he expects 
the value y^ to fall, or he may be able to give ratios of 
the ranges for any two units i and j. Hence, we assume the 
measure is quantifiable and denote it by^^. When > 9^, 
i / j t the designer feels that on the average y^ is closer 
to ' than y i? to dL . in III.l nositive if. . will occur 
rj -'1 T - X j 
if, for example, the survey designer feels, "If I 
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overestimate on unit i, I expect to also overestimate on 
unit j." 
It is reasonable to assume that given the units 
(l,2,...,n) the designer's anticipated value for the es­
timator 
3 = .2 Pis^i 
1=1 
and the population mean, Y^, will be 
and respectively. Similarly, given the units 
(l,2,...,n), we assume he will be able to specify ranges 
of y^ about ^ which behave as standard errors and enable 
one to calculate the ^ (a-Y^|s) obtaining a result similar 
to that obtained under the superpopulation model. 
The values of ^ (a-Y^ls) and ^ (a - Y^| s) being formal 
functions of his original beliefs are purely personal. We 
say that ^ (a-Y^js) and y(a - Y^| s) are the designer's an­
ticipated value and anticipated variance, respectively, for 
a -when he is given the sample (1,2,...,n). 
If for any unit i, = 0, this implies that the de­
signer is certain that = y^ and hence he may choose to 
sample from the remaining units, omitting unit i. In the 
limiting case, with all zero, the designer need not sample 
since y^(a - YjjJ s) = 0 for all samples. 
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Under the superpopulation model, the anticipated var­
iance of an estimator of is the variance of the expression 
a-Y^ over all samples n and all finite collections of N ran­
dom variables from the superpopulation with the specified 
moments. In the superpopulation model, ^ represents the mean 
vector of an N x1 vector valued random variable. 
When the superpopulation model is not assumed, the antici­
pated variance of an estimator of Y^ is the variance of the ex­
pression a-Yjj over all samples n and all personalistic evalu­
ations of the N units denoted by III.l. In this case, the 
averaging process is entirely a function of the designer's 
"feelings". We maintain that in this case a probabilistic 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  I I I . l  i s  s t i l l  p o s s i b l e .  a n d  Y r e p ­
resenting the designer's personalistic or subjective evalua­
tion (expectation) operators. 
It will often be convenient to express the A-V as 
A-V(a) = V[^(a-Y^|s) + E[f(a-Y^|s) (III.2) 
where V and E are the variance and mean operators with respect 
to the sampling design peP and ^ and Y are the operators with 
respect to the designer's subjective model assumption. 
The minimization of the A-V is a way to utilize the 
available prior information to select the estimator and sam­
pling design that minimize the variance under the subjectively 
hypothesized model. With either a superpopulation or per­
sonalistic interpretation of the prior information, utili­
zation of the A-V seems reasonable. 
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The following is an example of a situation when the 
type of prior values in III.l may occur. 
We are interested in estimating the mean income of the 
membership of a large professional society, e.g. ASA. We 
shall define membership as all those persons paying dues 
in a specified time period. 
Societies with large memberships are scattered through­
out many regions of the country. In each region, the so­
ciety has a chapter and a secretary who conducts the busi­
ness of the regional group. The secretary is personally 
acquainted with many members of the chapter and ordinarily 
will have an idea about their incomes. 
For purposes of exposition, assume the society is par­
titioned into 10 chapters. To estimate the mean income of 
the membership in chapter A we contact the secretary of the 
chapter. The secretary provides us with a list of the mem­
bers in chapter A. We then ask him what he "feels" is the 
income (within a hundred dollars) of each of the names on 
the list. Some of the members are close friends, and he 
can state their incomes without qualification. Others are 
merely passing acquaintances but knowing their positions 
and the companies they work for, he can give a guess as to 
thsir incGmas with a qualification that he r.ay be in error, 
"give or take $1500.00." In the same vein, he may know that 
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John and Bob work in the same department and perform the 
same duties and that Bob who earns $12,000.00 is three years 
older than John and has worked there three years longer. 
Hence a positive correlation is evident. 
We can then transform the feelings of the secretary 
into the form of III.l and proceed to design the survey 
using this prior information. Since ten different secre­
taries are involved, we might stratify the membership into 
10 strata and sample independently within each strata. 
In the next chapter, several types of models will be 
investigated. The A-V criterion will be used and esti­
mators and sampling designs will be obtained to minimize 
the A-V. 
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IV. SIMPLE AND RATIO MODELS 
The choice of a survey design depends on the type of 
prior information available to the survey designer. In this 
chapter, we shall specify particular models, albeit simple 
ones, for the form of the prior information in III.l. We 
shall consider fixed sample size designs only. That is to 
say, we shall consider sample designs P that assign proba­
bility greater than or equal to zero to samples s that are 
of size n and zero probability to all other samples. In 
addition we shall assume the presence of a complete frame 
and complete response of units drawn for the sample. 
Suitable reductions of the class of estimators and de­
signs will be made when it becomes evident that a general 
approach is intractable. The A-V criterion will be used to 
determine the best survey design under the hypothesized 
model. 
We give definitions of terms to be used throughout the 
remainder of the dissertation. 
Def. A sample design p is said to be of fixed 
size n if all samples s such that p(s) >0 contain 
n units, not necessarily distinct. 
Def. A sample design p is said to be of variable 
size if it is not of fixed size n. 
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Def. A sample design p is said to be with re­
placement of size n if 
i) it is of fixed size n and 
ii) given probabilities p^, i=l,...,N and 
N 
Z Pj - 1 / 
i=l -
selection of the n units is performed by randomly 
selecting unit i with probability p^ at every 
draw. 
Selection of the units is performed independently 
from draw to draw. Thus the size can be thought 
of as the number of draws. 
Def. Given a sampling design p, an estimator e is 
said to be unbiased admissible if 
i) e is unbiased 
ii) there does not exist another unbiased estimate 
e' such that V(e') <V(e) for any (y^,...,yQ)&R^ 
with strict inequality holding for at least 
one (yj^, ...,yj^). 
The symbol V denotes the variance operator. This 
definition differs from the usual definition of 
admissibility in that it restricts consideration 
to unbiased estimators. 
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Def. An estimator e of is said to be unbiased 
under the model if given a sample s, the expectation 
of over all possible infinite populations with 
the specifications of the model is equal to zero. 
In the previously introduced symbolism, eis unbiased 
under the model if ^ (e-Yjj|s) = 0. 
If we use the term unbiased it may be presumed to mean 
unbiased with respect to the sampling design p, i.e., 
Z e(s)p(s) = Y^. 
s 
A. Model I 
The first model to be considered is 
•^(y^|i) = p. 
l!^ov(y^,yj |i, j) = pa^ i / j - < p < 1 
2 
= (T X = J 
where [x, p, and a are unknown. We shall call this model 
the 'constant case' model, for obvious reasons. The 'con­
stant case' model may arise in situations where the survey 
designer is unfamiliar with the population of interest. 
Such will be the case when no previous survey has been con­
ducted to study the population. 
We shall first state and prove results for several 
sub-problems of interest. These sub-problems are character­
ized by limitations on the class of estimators or designs 
or by further restriction of the 'constant case' model. We 




i) we sample w/o replacement of size n 
ii) TT^ denotes the inclusion probability of unit i. 
In order to have unbiased for Y^, we must have 
For any design satisfying i), 
A-V(yn) = . 
Proof : 
The proof is given in Appendix 1. 
Hence simple random sampling without replacement (de­
noted SRS w/o) of size n meets the specifications of the 
theorem. Equal probability systematic sampling of size n 
will also suffice (when nL = N and L is integral). Evidently, 
in this case, the A-V criterion alone is insufficient to 
completely determine the best sampling design. 
In Theorem A.l we fixed the estimator and found a 
suitable sampling design. In sub-problem A.2 we do the 
converse, i.e., we fix the sampling design and find the 
best estimator in a certain class of estimators. 
Theorem A.2: 
Given that Model I holds, let T^ denote the class of es­
timators 
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is the coefficient of element whenever it appears at the 
t^^ draw in the s^^ sample. Assume also that 
i) we wish t^ to be unbiased for and 
ii) we wish to sample SRS w/o replacement of size n. 
Then, the sample mean, y^, satisfies i) and possesses the 
smallest A-V of all estimators in T^. 
Proof : 
The details of the proof are presented in Appendix 2. 
In Theorems A.1 and A.2, either the estimator was fixed 
and the best sampling design derived or the sampling design 
was fixed and the best estimator of a class of estimators de­
rived. We now state a theorem simultaneously yielding the 
best sampling design and estimator. 
Theorem A.3 : 
Given Model I. Also, assume that 
i) (y^,...,yQ) are independent with respect to some 
underlying superpopulation or personalistic dis­
tribution and hence p = 0, 
ii) we wish to use an unbiased estimator of 
iii) we wish to use a sample design p such that 
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N 
Z Jr. - n , and 
i=l ^ 
iv) we wish to minimize the A-V of the estimator. 
Then, the estimator together with SRS w/o replacement 
of size n satisfy ii) and iii) respectively, and jointly 
satisfy iv). 
Proof : 
Godambe and Joshi (17) have shown that in the 
class of designs admitting unbiased estimators of Y^, any 
unbiased estimator will have A-V greater than or equal to 
N2 ifl \ « • 
It can be easily verified that the A-V(y^) under SRS 
w/o replacement of size n satisfies the lowest possible 
bound under the conditions stated in the hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
It should be noted fiat Godambe and Joshi's (17) re­
sult need not necessarily be restricted to fixed sample size 
designs. Also note that our sample design is optimum over 
all sample designs whose expected number of distinct units 
is n and not necessarily over fixed sample size designs only. 
However, since variable sample size designs are often unde­
sirable from the administrative point of view, we shall, 
restrict ourselves to fixed sample size designs. 
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In the next theorem we attain generality in the type 
of model information but simultaneously introduce a re­
striction in the class of estimators. 
Theorem A.4: 
Given Model I with p /0. Assume also that we wish 
i) to use an unbiased estimator t^ in T^, 
ii) to use a fixed sample size design of size n, and 
iii) we wish to minimize the A-V(t^). 
Then, y^ and SRS w/o replacement of size n satisfy i) and 
ii) respectively, and jointly satisfy iii). 
Proof : 
The proof is given in Appendix 3. 
To summarize the results in section A, under the 'con­
stant case' model, y^ together with SRS w/o replacement of 
size n are jointly best in a wide class of designs. 
B. Model II 
The second model is 
^ov(yi,yj[x^,Xj) = i = j 
= 0 i / j 
We snail assume that X„ and A/y\ tor all 17^ j are known 
to the survey designer prior to sampling. A sample of size 
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n will consist of n tuples (y,x) where y is the character­
istic in question and x is a concomittant variable which 
may or may not be known prior to sampling. Given the above 
information we have. 
Theorem B.l: 
Given 
i) Model II with the added assumption that (y^,...,yj^) 
are independent with respect to some underlying per-
sonalistic distribution or superpopulation. 
ii) the estimator e must be unbiased, 
iii) the nonreplacement sampling design must be such that 
N 
Z  I T .  = n and 
i=l ^ 
iv) 0 < — < 1 for all i. 
i=l ^ • 
Then, the estimator 
^1 . ^  NTT. M. 
les 1 igs 1 
and the nonreplacement sampling design p such that 
TT. = 
i N _ 
i=l ^ 
for all i satisfy ii) and iii) respectively, and jointly 
minimize the A-V(e). If for some i, iv) does not hold, we 
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may include these elements in the sample with certainty and 
complete the sample by selecting units from the reduced 
finite population. 
Proof : 
It is easy to see that d^ is unbiased for if we 
sample with inclusion probability The 
A-V(d, ) = E[ Z -9-9 + 1-^-2 Z -^] 
^ ies i=l ies N^TT^ 
N ^y. N 
= Z —^ - Z —r . 
i=l i=l 
Since the second term is fixed, we minimize the first 
term with respect to iii). 
Let H be the Lagrangian 
N ^  N 
H = Z 7=^ + X( Z - n) 
i i=l 
where X is the Lagrangian multiplier. Now 
|§- = - _ + >v - 0 i=l,...,N . (IV.1) 
° i 
Multiplying the above N equations by and summing over N, 
we have 
N V. 




^ " N^n i=l \ 
Substituting into IV.1, we have 
«y. , N 
^ ^ = 0 i=l,...,N (IV. 
«  2  2  V  




TT . = 
i N 
1=1^ -
Then satisfies Equation IV. 3a. That minimizes the 
A-V(d^) follows from the Kuhn-Tucker sufficiency theorem 
given in Hadley (19). 
An alternative way to show the optimum property of 
is to use the Holder Inequality, 
N N 1/s N 
2 |u.v I < ( Z |u.I®) ( E |v 
i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ i=l 
+- 1 1 
.  I )  , -+i- l»s,t>0. 
1 ' s t 
Letting 
U.. = M , 
TT^ ' 
we have 
N N y. 1/2 N 1/2 
Z|u.v. I = Z ( Z_ îT.) 
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This implies that 
The equality holds if Hence minimizes the 
A-V(dj^) . 
Now, the lower bound result of Godambe and Joshi (17) 
assumes sampling designs utilizing the characteristic y only. 
However, with slight modification of the proof, their re­
sult can be extended to sampling of tuples (y,x) with 
known. The modification of their theorem is given in 
Appendix 4. The A-V(d^) satisfies this modified lower 
bound. 
Theorem B.l illustrates one interesting and somewhat 
intuitive result. Under the model, one should sample pro­
portionately to the square root of the a priori variance. 
Since represents the measure of uncertainty of the sur­
vey designer about the closeness of y^ to x^, the result 
in Theorem B.l says to select units of which you are more 
uncertain with higher probability than those of which you 
have little doubt. 
Corollary: 
If ^ = cr^ for all i, then the estimator y^^ + - x^ 
WXAOO. WJUWAI OAVK-» M /  W X. U. WO. XI  OA. O J JR 
optimum. 
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In conjunction with the results of Theorem B.l and 
Model II we prove further properties of the estimator and 
design. Recall the definition of unbiased admissibility 
given in the beginning of the chapter. Let us assume that 
X = (x^ , ... ,x..,) is a fixed point in R^  whereas 
y  =  ( Y ] ^ / •  •  •  / i . e . ,  y  i s  a l l o w e d  t o  t a k e  a n y  f i n i t e  
value in R^. By using the same proof as Godambe and Joshi 
(17) with = jy : just k / 0, i = 1, ... ,n| it can be 
shown that 
n ^ 
1=1 '^ i 
is unbiased admissible for Y„-X„. N N 
Furthermore, suppose is known prior to sampling. If 
= J ,  
is not unbiased admissible for Y^, this implies there exists 
an estimator f ( (y^,x^) ,Xj^) such that V(f) < V(d^) for all y 
with strict inequality for at least one y. Then f - X^ is 
such that 
V(£-X^) = V(f) <V(d^) = V( Z 
1=1 1 
We know that d^-X^^ is unbiased admissible for - X^. 
But V(f-R^J < V(di -X^^) all y with strict inequality for 
at least one y and hence we have a contradiction. 
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The unbiased admissibility of d^^ - for when 
is known is outlined in Appendix 5. We have now proven 
the following proposition. 
Proposition: 
Given X^ with (x^,...,xj^) a fixed point in draw a sam­
ple size n of tuples (y^,x^) i= l,...,n with inclusion prob­
abilities 
N 
Z TT. = n . 
i=l 
Then the estimator 
y. _ X. 
d, = Z rr^  + X„ - E -1 . Nir. N . NTT . 
ICS 1 Its 1 
is unbiased admissible for Y„. 
Now, consider Model II with the restriction that we 
select a replacement sample of size n, the sample consisting 
of the characteristic y^ only. Given the estimator 
1 z ^  
^2 ~ N i=l "Pi 
where t. is the number of times the i^^ unit appears in the 
^ N 
sample. We wish to find the best p^, 0<p^< 1, Ip^ = 1. 
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The 
, N X. t. , N y. t, 
A-V(dj) = v[^ - X^] + ,f 
i=l i=l 
N X. ^ N t ^ 
^-[ Z p, (-^-X^j2] + E[-^ Z i % 
 ^' ""n^  i=l (npu)2 
N i=l Pi i=l 
N X. 2 
N^n i=l ^ N^n i=l 
Z V. - + 4r Z 
]_ N (9<+XI^) 
Using Holder's inequality, the optimum 
p^ is proportional to . At first glance 
the condition of with replacement sampling may diminish the 
appeal of this result. Consider the H.T. estimator for a 
fixed sample size w/o replacement design. 
n y. 
The A-V ( Z jji) 
i=l i 
2 TT. . _ 1 N 2-, . 1 " fi 
2 ÏT 
- ; 4 . i=l 
Hence for w/o replacement sample designs such that is 
—» V— "1 WL —^ <—* T V V \ —» N ^ » TT" TT" -» -» V» * WT» X-» J" 
w*h.^ *n\,A ^  WW "i"j'  ^J f *—i. A* " "i — V* *iwi. 
p^ is proportional to are the optimum inclusion 
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probabilities. 
The following two results are due to Godambe and Joshi 
(17). They assume knowledge of the x^,i=l,...,N prior to 
sampling but do not assume knowledge of %/"/, i / j. They 
also assume that the (y^^» • • •/y^j) are distributed independently 
with respect to some distribution. We then have 
Theorem B.2 (Godambe and Joshi, (17)): 
Given 
i) Model II with > 0 
ii) w/o replacement sampling designs of fixed sample size n 
nx. 
iii) TT^ = < 1 and 
2 x^ 
iv) we wish to consider unbiased estimators of Y^. 
Then, the estimator 
1 ^ Ii 
N i=l ^  
satisfies iv) and achieves the lower bound of Godambe and 
Joshi (17). 
Proof : 
The reader is referred to Godambe and Joshi (17) for 
a proof. 
Further, if = cx^^ we have the corollary: 
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Corollary (Godambe and Joshi,(17)) : 
Under Model II with 'Y. - cx^^, the estimator 
1 ? 
" i=i '"i 
together with the sampling design 
nx. 
TTi = N ^ ^  
jointly satisfy the lower bound of Godambe and Joshi. 
Proof : 
The proof is given in Godambe and Joshi (17). The 
corollary is also a special case of Theorem B.l. 
In summary, under Model II, the unequal probability 
difference estimator together with any design such that 
^i ^  ~N ^ ^  
Z -7^  
i=l ^ 
and known are jointly optimum in the class of unbiased 
estimators and sampling designs with expected sample size 
equal to n. 
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C. Model III 
Model III (Hajdk, 20) is given by 
, x^ > 0 
^^ov(y\,yj|x^,Xj) = cx^' 1 = J 
= o^x^XjR(| i-j [ ) i / j 
2 
where R is a convex function, c and a are unknown. 
This model is due to Hajdk (20) and is quite general 
in its covariance structure but is restrictive in that the 
anticipated means are positive and the anticipated variance 
is proportional to the square of the anticipated mean for 
all i. 
Theorem C.l (Hajdk, 20): 
Under Model III, in the class of sample designs of fixed 
size n and unbiased estimators in the class T^, unequal 
probability systematic sampling with 
nx. 




and the estimator given by 
1  \ a  
" i=i 
are jointly best for Y with respect to the A-V. 
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Proof : 
The proof of this result is given in Hdjek (20). 
Although the class does not include all of the un­
biased estimators it does include most of the estimators 
used in practice. For example, regression and ratio esti­
mators belong to the class Tg. 
D. Model IV 
f = X. 
|x^,Xj) = j 
= Pij i / j |yi > 0 
Assume that we know x^, prior to sampling. It 
would be reasonable to find the estimator and sampling de­
sign of fixed size n such that the estimator is unbiased and 
its A-V is minimized over a class of estimators and sampling 
designs. We state the following proposition. 
Proposition: 
Under Model IV, the best unbiased estimator in the 
class Tg and the best sampling design of size n may be found 
as the solution of the following programming problem: 
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Minimize 
N X. 2 
A - V ( t  )  =  Z (  Z  P ( s )  +  Z p ( s ) i  Z  
s igs ies 




i) s, PisP(s) = 5 
Sdl 
ii) Z p(s) = 1 
seS 
iii) p(s) > 0 Vs. 
While the proposition makes known the possibility of exact 
solutions in some cases, particularly for small populations, 
a programming solution is impractical for large populations 
due to the prohibitive cost involved. 
E. Model V 
Let 
^-(YilXi) = x^ + c 
fov(y\,yj|x^,Xj) = 0 i/j 
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where c is unknown and |X | <°° V^. 
As in Model II, we shall assume that a sample of size n 
will consist of tuples (y^,x^). Furthermore, assume that 
is known prior to sampling. First, we have 
Theorem E.1: 
Given Model V with 9^ = for all i / j . Also given that 
• "Yfj) are independent with respect to some distribu­
tion. Then in the class of unbiased estimators and fixed 
sample size designs the difference estimator y^+ - x^) 
together with SRS without replacement of size n satisfy the 
modified lower bound of Godambe and Joshi (17) (Appendix 5). 
Proof : 
The proof is completed by noting that the difference 
estimator is unbiased for under SRS w/o replacement of 
size n. Also, the A-V of the difference estimator satis­
fies the modified lower bound given in Appendix 4. 
We now widen the class of possible estimators to in­
clude consistent estimators of Y^. Accordingly, the fol­
lowing results will be applicable only to the large sample 
situation. 
In Appendix 8 we state without proof several theorems 
to be used in the remainder of the dissertation. For the 
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present we define two types of order in probability.^ 
Def. The sequence of random variables <X^> converges 
in probability to the random variable X and we write 
plim = X or X^—if for every £ > 0 and & > 0, 
there exists an N such that V n > N, P [|x^-xj >e]<6. 
Def. X^ is of probability order 0^/9%) and we write 
= °p<9n' " 
X 
plim — =0 
9n 
Def. X is of probability order 0» (g ) and we write 
n p n 
X^ = Op(9n) if for every e >0 there exists a positive 
real number such that 
Hence if e > 0 and X„ = then X —^0 
n p n 
^ n 
Def. Given a sampling design p, an estimator a^ of 
Y„ is consistent for if a —^ Y._. 
N N n N 
In the following we give a way to establish consistency 
for estimators of the mean computed for a sample of size n 
selected without replacement with unequal probabilities. We 
= « n ay./) & CiC. T-, 01 
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shall concern ourselves solely with the estimator 
1 5 
5  1 = 1 ^  •  
First, we shall summarize the results for replacement sam­
pling of size n. 
If a sample of size n is selected with replacement 
with selection probabilities p^ where 
N 
2 p. = 1 , 
i=l ^ 
the usual estimator 
e, - i r ^ 
 ^" i!i "Pi 
has variance 
1 N p y 
- -N' 
Fixing (y^'P^) i = 1,...,N and 
V(ei) = 
where 
1 ^ ^i 2 
is not dependent on n. Hence as n increases V(e^) de-
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creases and by virtue of the Tchebychev inequality e^ 
converges in probability to Y^. 
In order to establish consistency for 
unequal probability non-replacement sampling designs of 
size n we need to consider several problems which do not 
arise in with replacement sampling. 
The first problem is that of the population size N 
in relation to the sample size n. Since the sample con­
sists of n distinct units, increasing n with N fixed 
implies that we would eventually examine all of the popu­
lation. The survey design would then become a census. 
To avoid such a situation we can either 
a) Let N and n increase in such a way that ^  remains 
a fixed number, or 
b) Let N and n increase in such a way that lim ^  = f, 
n,N^ 
0 < f <1, a fixed number. 
With unequal probability w/o replacement sampling it 
is impossible to increase the sampling fraction and also 
maintain the relative magnitudes of the selection prob­
abilities, p^. This is because with - npu, increasing 
n necessitates decreasing Pj^ to maintain tt^ < 1, as a valid 
probability. 
If we permit the population size to increase we must 
specify the limiting behavior of the parameters of the 
population. We can restrict to remain fixed as N 
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increases or we can merely stipulate that it be finite for 
all N. 
The third problem is that of controlling the prob­
a b i l i t i e s  o f  s e l e c t i o n  p ^ ,  i  -  1 , . . . , N ,  0 < p ^ < l ,  a s  N  
increases. This problem is connected with the fourth 
problem which is to specify a design that yields n distinct 
units and an estimator with variance converging to zero in 
some sense as n gets large. 
Suppose we are given = np^ where 
N 
Z Pi = 1 
i=l ^ 
and we are interested in obtaining n distinct units in a 
sample of size n drawn with unequal probability, p^. To 
achieve this we group the units into n strata such that 
^(i) 
where N, . » is the stratum size and TT . . is the inclusion (i) (i)j 
probability of unit j in the i^^ stratum. In our theo­
retical discussion we assume that such a grouping is 
possible with no rounding error. We note in passing that 
there are without replacement sampling designs of size n 
LliaL maintain the incl'ucicn probabilities Wh<=n the units 
cannot be formed into groups of unit probability, e.g. 
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Fuller (15). Having stratified the population into n 
strata, elements in stratum i, 
1=1 "(il ' " ' 
we obtain our sample of n distinct units by independently 
selecting one element per stratum with probability, 
The index (i) designates the stratum and j denotes 
the element within the i^^ stratum. To estimate we 
use the unbiased estimator. 
1 " y(i)i 
'2 = N i!i 
The variance of this estimator is 
N,.I 
' ? ifi jfi 
= Ji =(i) 
where is the variance of 
y / •; 
V / J 
H^i)^(i)j 
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as an estimator of the stratum mean and accordingly 
is of order one. This designation of order follows as a 
consequence of the variance of the sample mean 
1 I h-
1=1 "Pi ' 
when sampling with unequal probabilities and with replace­
ment, which is known to be of order —. 
n 
For the moment, we shall increase n and N in such a 
way that ^  = f, 0 < f <1, where f is a fixed number. We 
shall define an increasing sequence of populations, indexed 
by the sample size, where the increasing sequence of popu­
lations is constructed by increasing strata in proportion 
to the increase in n. For every unit increase in n, the 
population is increased by ^  units, thereby maintaining the 
sampling fraction. (We assume ^  is integral.) Hence, as 
n increases by 1 to n+1, N = increases to 
n+1 
Vi = «(1) 
where 
"(n+l) = f • 
iii) Let y(n+i)j ^(n+l)j denote the population 
characteristic and inclusion probability of unit 
S t j in the (n+1) stratum where 
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^(n+1) 
We shall assume that the population mean remains finite and 
v,-Z(s±iij ). .(Ii£±ni_Y ? 
''(n+l)'^(n+l)j 2 j=l "(n+Dj 
*Xn+l) 
^(n+1) < C Vn . 
Hence the variance of 
y(n+l)j 
^\n+l)^(n+l)j 
when one unit is selected with probability ir, . . in (n+l)j 
stratum (n+1) is bounded by some number C for all n. Sam­
ple selection in the additional strata is performed inde­
pendently from stratum to stratum, one unit being selected 
per stratum. As n, N increase the inclusion probabilities 
of the original N units do not change. In general, the 
estimator in IV.3b is 
2" "n' 
with variance 
n' N, ) 
and where n' denotes the sample size. 
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Consequently, since n'= fN^, V n'> n, 
2 
V(e,) < (Constant): Z ^  < 22S|tant 
^ . i=l n' 
It follows that 
lim V(e_) = 0 
n'-*oo 
Hence eg is a consistent estimator of by virtue of the 
Tchebychev inequality. 
The one unit per stratum survey design does not allow 
an unbiased estimator of variance. To achieve this we 
group the N elements into n/2 strata in such a way that the 
sum of the given inclusion probabilities of the units in 
any stratum sum to 2. Here again, we shall neglect any 
rounding error due to grouping. To select n distinct units 
we select two elements per stratum with unequal probability 
and without replacement. Selection of pairs of elements is 
independent over strata. Denote by . the inclusion 
\ 1 / J 
probability of element j in stratum i, 
•'(I) 
jfi ' ' 
and let denote the inclusion probability of units 
j and k in stratum i. There are a number of sampling de-
siyiia that may be utilized in selecting 2 units per stratum. 
For example, Durbin (9) has a design in which 
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71 LUSI 1 I 1 1 
(i)jk 2(1 + A^j) 1 
where 
- 1 
V) - 2 jf, 1-.,,). • 
Correspondingly, the estimator 
" il '% ' 
is unbiased for the population mean and has a variance 
n / 2  N . .  
Vteg) = Z (-^) D^j (IV.3d) 
where 
(i) 
In our discussion we shall assume the following: 
i) The population size N and sample size n are 
assumed to increase in such a way that 
lim fL = f < 1 
n-.» " 
where f^ = n/N and n increases by increments of 
2 units. 




"n = «(i) 
and a sequence of populations is constructed by 
increasing strata so that for each increase of 
2 units in n, n+2 = fn+2^nf2 
n+2/2 
V2= .f, "(i) 
and ^(n+2)/2)^^ the number of units in the appended 
stratum. 
iii) In addition, the stratum means are bounded and 
the probabilities of inclusion for each stratum 
sum to 2. 
iv) The term given in Equation IV.3d is bounded 
for all i, 
D(i) < D < " V. . 
Consider estimator e^ given in Equation iv. 3c. For a 
given n, the 
V(e_) = Z (-^) D 
3 i=l N ' "(i) " 
Since is bounded for all i, 





be bounded by some constant C. That such aC exists fol­
lows from the fact that 
lim f = f < 1 
n-*» 
For sufficiently large n each increase of 2 units in n will 
2 
result in appending a new stratum of approximately ^ units. 
Hence 
DP' 
Vle^) < ^  (IV.3e) 
and e^ is consistent for Y^. 
In summary, the H.T. estimator is a consistent esti­
mator for the population mean in the case of sampling w/o 
replacement with n distinct units from an increasing se­
quence of populations constructed to contain n/2 strata. 
Furthermore, under this structure, the sequence of popu­
lations is such that the original inclusion probabilities 
remain unchanged as the size of the population increases. 
Consider Model V and assume that is known. Fur­
ther, assume that we wish to select with unequal prob­
ability and without replacement a sample of n tuples (y,x). 
Let TT^ denote the inclusion probability of unit i. The 
variance of the Horwitz-Thompson estimator was given in 
Equation IV.3e and was shown to be of 0(%). It follows 
that 
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where is any characteristic related to unit i. 
One way to proceed given Model V is to estimate the 
unknown translation parameter c and use the estimator 
X^ + c where c is an estimator of c based on the sample. 
Assuming the infinite model given by Model V and esti­
mating c by least squares, we have 
n y.-x. n . 
• (IV. 5) 
The estimator X^+c is unbiased under the model, since 
^(X^+c|n) = Xj,+ c E = X^+c . 
Furthermore, under the model, c is the best linear 
unbiased estimator of c; that is, of all estimators of the 
form 
n 
2 p. y. +f(s) 
i=l 1 
where f is a function of s but not of the y^es, 9^(c|n) is 
smallest. This statement is formalized as Theorem E.2 and 
a proof is given in Appendix 7. 






In the remainder of the dissertation we will need to 
calculate expectations of ratios of random variables.. When 
calculating these expectations we will expand the ratio in 
a Taylor's series and omit the expectation of terms of specified 
order in probability. The expectation of the resulting terms 
will be denoted by Ë instead of E. The designation of the 
resulting expression will also be denoted with a raised 
bar (~). 
Consider the estimator 
Utilizing the order in probability of the Horwitz-Thompson 
estimator and Theorem I in Appendix 8, it is easy to see that 
Under Model V, 
i i 
Yi = Xi + c + ei 
where 
•^-(e^) = 0 
%fov(e.,e.) = % i = j 
0 i / j 
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and where c is unknown. Assume that all inclusion prob­
abilities are bounded, i.e., for some & > 0, 
Also, assume that all are bounded. We now find the 
A-V(Xj^+c') omitting terms of order in probability larger 
than The estimator + c' is unbiased under the model 
since 
= 0 • 
Thus 
AV(X^+a') = EM5C^-^ 23^ - Y^ls) . (IV.6) 
Substituting y^ = + c+ e^ into Equation IV.6 we have 
A-V(X^+S') = £•/[ Z ^ i-/ % MFT - ®NI 
n y n V N y: 
= E[-D Z , ^  - 2D Z + Z -^] (IV.7) 
N^TT/ i=l N 
1 1 
where 
1 D = 
T NîT^ * 
Let us examine the terms on the right hand side of 
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n 
^ 2 2 i=l 
n 
^ 2 2 i=l 
n 




+ 2(1 - E 
n 1 f/i 1 ,1, n ?i 
In the sequence of populations given earlier we 
assumed that 
lim ë = f < 1 
n>» H 
Hence any term that is of order ^  is also of order For 
example. 
Now, 
n , N y. ^ n «/ 
By assumption is bounded for every i. From Equation 
IV.4, we have 
è - i s y , A .  = o^(i) 
1 i=JL - \/n 
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It follows that omitting terms of order in probability 
larger than 1/n, 
D Z -5-^  = ijt 2 (IV-8) 
N it/ N 
1 1 
The second term on the right hand side of Equation IV.7 is 
n y. 
- 2D S ^ 
i=l N^Tr. 
1 
Expanding D in a Taylor's series we have 
n Yi 3 n n ^ , 
^ ^ 2^ ~ ~ N ^ + (1 - S ^ 
Again, omitting terms of order in probability larger than 
1/n, we have 
n ^ n y. 
^ « ifi ^  
Substituting Equations IV.8 and IV.9 into IV.7 we have 
A-v(x^.c.) = 
N IN 
1 M 'Ki 1 N 
. (IV.10) 
i=l i N'^ i=l 
The expression given in IV.10 is exactly that given in sec­
tion B. Hence utilizing the same minimizing technique used 
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in section B, we have that 
n-./y. 
\ = ïï-z 
Z -/ri 
minimizes the A-V(X^ + c'). 
_ J 




y. = C + X. + u. 
•'i 11
It follows that 
N 
Z u^ ^ 0 
We have 
^ NÏf7 " 
n u. n T 
- y —-/ E 
'^ ^ NTT^ 
Using a Taylor's series expansion, 
1 1 ^ 
Squaring both sides of Equation IV.11 and omitting terms of 
order in probability larger than l/n, we have 
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2 n u. 2 
(%N + =' - V = WT' 
Taking expectation of both sides 
_ n u. 2 
M.S.E. (Xjj+ c') = Ë((Z ) 
where u. = y-Y„ - (x.-X„) and . denotes the inclusion prob-
1 •'i N 1 N ij ^ 
ability of units i and j. 
Let us summarize the properties of 5^ + c' given Model V. 
The estimator X„ + c' 
N 
i) is a consistent estimator of the population mean 
ii) has A-V minimized for proportional to and 
iii) has 
1 N u Uj 2 
M.S.E. = 
where u. = y. - x. -
1 .'i 1 C . 
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F. Model VI 
Let 
f(yi|xi) = |)x. 
^ov(y\,yj|x^,Xj) = i = j 
= 0 i / j 
where ^  is unknown. Model VI is called the ratio model. 
As in Models II and V, we shall assume sampling of n tuples 
(y,x) with Xjj / 0, known. Sampling is assumed to be with 
unequal probability and without replacement of fixed size n. 
Consider the estimator 
NirJ^ ' (IV.12) 
1 1 
where denotes the inclusion probability of unit i. We 
shall assume that 
n X. 
for all samples s so that RX^ is well defined. 
In the discussion of Model V we alluded to the order 
in probability of the Horwitz-Thompson estimator. We stated 
that 
n z. 
In this section we use the same arguments as in section 
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E in Chapter IV to establish the A-V(RX^). 
Consider Model VI, 
Yi = px. + e. 
where 
^(e^) = 0 
^ ov(e^,ej) = i = j 
= 0 i / j 
and where p is unknown. Assume that all inclusion prob­
abilities TT^ are bounded, i.e., for some £>0, 
& < < 1 _ E . 
Also, assume that all are bounded. We now find the 
A-V(RXj^) omitting terms of order in probability larger 
than 1/n. Since 
= ' ° = 0 ' 
RX„ is unbiased under the model. The 
A-V(RX ) = E/[S ^ - i^|s] 
1 1 
n  ^ n 9/ 
= E[D^ Z ^ - 2D Z + Z -§] 




But this is the same form as Equation IV.7, 
Hence the 
1 N f. N ^ 
A-V(RX„) = A-V(X„ + c') ^ -% Z 2 
" N i=l i 
and the 'best' tt^ is proportional to 
We now find the M.S.E. (RX^) omitting expectation of 
terms of order in probability larger than l/n. Define 
(IV.13) 
and let 
y .  =  R ^ .  +  .  
It follows that 
N 
Z s. = 0 
i=l 
From Equation IV.13 we have 
n s. n X. 
2 N?" 
Since the H.T. estimator 
n 2. 
^ NttT 
is consistent for using Theorem II in Appendix 8, RX^ 
is a consistent estimator of Y»,. 
Expanding the left hand side in a Taylor's series and 
squaring we have 
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1 Jn 
Omitting expectation of terms of order in probability larger 
than l/n we have 
M.S.E.(RXjj) = ÊL(I 
N s Sj 2 
where . 
Summarizing the above results we have 
Theorem F.1 : 
Given that we select a without replacement sample of fixed 
size n with inclusion probabilities The ratio estimator, 
RXj^ has the following properties, 
i) it is a consistent estimator of Y^, 
ii) its A-V is minimized for proportional to 
iii) the 
1 S. Sj ^ 
M.S.E.(RS^) = ^  J (iTi^ -TT )(-.^) 
N i/j •' -• 1 J 
where s^ = y^ -
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1. Mixture type estimator 1 
Def. Given any two estimators e^ and e^ of and 
a sampling design p, an estimator of the form 
Ô = a(s)e^+[l -a (sjjeg 
where a(s) is a function of the sample s (hence pos­
sibly of y^Es) and 0<a(s) <1 will be called a mixture 
estimator of Y„. 
Under Model VI and in the class of estimators T^, 
2 
n y.x. n x. 
is the least squares estimator of p, i.e., given any sample 
s, V(B1 s) is smallest of all estimators t^. e where 
^(tjls) = p 
However, the estimator BX^ would not be considered by 
most survey designers. This is because BX^ is not a con­
sistent (with respect to the sampling design ) estimator of 
Y^. In the following, we consider a mixture type estimator 
utilizing BX^ and RX^^ that tends to the estimator KX^ (a(s) 
tends to zero) when Model VI does not hold and tends to BX^ 
(a(s) tends to one) when Model VI does hold. 
Consider the following special case of Model VI given 
bv 
'(YilSj^) = px^ f 
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^ov(y^,yj|x_,Xj) = cr^ i = j 
= 0 i / j 
2 
where [3 and cr are unknown. We select a sample of size n 
of tuples (y,x) with equal probability and without replace­
ment. Since we shall be interested in the large sample 
properties of estimators, we examine such properties with 
respect to a sequence of populations. 
Accordingly, let 
i) pop^fpopg,...» pop^,... denote a sequence of popula­
tions, symbolized by <pop^>^_^ , 
ii) f f2~^2, ...,f^~^n,... denote the corresponding 
population sizes, 
iii) Y„ ,Y ,... denote the corresponding means 
^1 2 n 
of the populations, 
2 2 2 iv) S (y)^ ,S (y)„ ,—,S (y)„ ,— denote the cor-
"l 2 n 
2 
responding population "S ", and 
v) ,B ,... denote the corresponding popu-
1 2 n 
lation regression coefficients, e.g. 
®N, " ^  N, 
where all rne above sequences are indexed by the 
sample size n and 
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vi) lim f^-f , 0<f<l 
lim = Y , |Y| < « 
n 
lim S^(y)jj = S^(y) , 0 < (y) < °° 
n 
lim = B , |b[ < oo 
n 
where all limits are with respect to n. 
_ 2 
Let similar notation hold for X.. , S (x)^ and assume that 
^n n 
X„ is known for all n. 
"n 
For a particular population, say pop^, we define the 




and define s^ and u^ by 
y. = Rw *1 + Si 
n 
and 
y. = B-- X. + u. . (IV.14) 
From the above definitions it follows that 
Nn Nn 
Z s. = 0 = Z u.x. 
i=l ^ ^ ^ 
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be the sample mean. Then, given £ > 0, we have 
P t l Y n  -  <  
'y'N„ 
n nc^ 
by Tchebychev's inequality. With the specifications of vi) 
above, we have 
- \ = 
and hence the sample mean is a consistent estimator of the 
population mean. By virtue of the sequence of populations, 
and the triangular inequality 
PtlYn-?! >E] < PtlYn-YN I^£/2]+P[|Y^ -Y|>e/2l. 
n n 
From vi) above, 
lim Y-- = Y . 
n.» "n 
Hence given & >0, there exists such that for all n > 
I-Y| <b with probability one. It follows that since 
- \ • vi' 
for n large, 
p[|y„-?l >^] < p [lyn-'ÏN I. 
n 
The riqht hand side of the above inequality can be made 
arbitrarily small. Hence y^ converges in probability to 
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Y. We maintain that consistency of estimators under a 
without replacement design of size n must necessarily be 
with respect to a sequence of populations. This is because 
of the requirement that n<N. Of course, under simple ran­
dom sampling w/o replacement, it is possible to obtain 
for a given £ > 0 without considering a sequence of popula­
tions. However, for very small £ >0, this would require a 
sample size equal to the population size. 
Sufficient conditions on <pop^>^_(in addition to 
that of vi) above) to insure that y^ converges in prob­
ability to Y are 
i) that pop^ have the same moments for all integers 
n and that lim f^ = f or 
ii) that the pop^ is itself a random sample of size 
from a universe with the properties given as the 
limits in vi). 






where is known prior to sampling. Assume that 
n 
n 
Z X. / 0 
i=l 
N — for all (^) samples s so that RX^ is well defined. Hence­
forth we shall omit the subscript n in to simplify nota­
tion. Before proceeding further we have 
Theorem F.2 ; 
Given that we sample n tuples (y^/Xi) with SRS without re­
placement with Xjj known. Then, omitting expectation of 
terms of order in probability larger than 1/n, we have 
1 i„ n,*; 'yrVi'V 
N - 1  
ii) V(R) = 
N 
iii) Cov(B,R) = ^ %(1 -^)Z 1 i„ n.ï 
N  „  n '  N - 1  
E x /  
N 
iv) V(B-R) = V(B) + V(R) - 2Cov(B,R) . 
Furthermore, omitting expectation of terms of order in prob­
ability larger than 1/^/n we have 
vj = Bjj ana 
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vi) Ë(R) = Rjj 
Proof : 
The proof of Theorem F.2 follows by expanding B-B^ 
and R-Rjj in a Taylor's series and noting that the resulting 
functions consist of sample means. The order in probability 
of the terms in the expansion may be established by Theorem 
II in Appendix 8. For example, from Equation IV.14 we have 
B.B_ J"-' 
N n _ 
Squaring B-B^ and taking expectations we have 
_  n x . u . 2  n x . 2 2  
E[ (B-Bjj)2] = E[ (S /(S —) 3 . 
Expanding 
n X. ^ 
about the point 








N X.2 2 ° ^ 1=1 " ^ 
(S -i-: 
In the following we shall consider limiting distribu­
tions of sample statistics utilizing the results of Madow 
(33). To do this, it will be sufficient to place the fol­
lowing assumption on the sequence of populations. This 
assumption is called Condition W by Madow (33). 
Assumption (Condition W); 
Let _ ^ 
i) s'tyla = 
^ 
."tI' 
S (x,y)N = ^ N - 1 
, 9 9 1/2 
PN = S^(x,y)Q/[s^(x)QS^(y)H] 
Then, assume that the sequence of populations, <pop^>, 
is such that 
r/2 
ii) sNy)ij= [s (y)^] \r(N) 
S^(x)Q = [s^(x)j^] ^  ^r(N) 
9 r/2 
S (x,y)Q = [S (x,y)j^] X^(N) 
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for sufficiently large n and N, Where a finite value X 
exists such that for all r. 
suplx (N)l<\ and 
N ^ 
iii) lim = p, |p| <1 
n-*"» 
The above assumption in conjunction with Theorem 3 in 
Madow (33) and the results of Cramer^(6) yield the following; 
i) (B,R) are distributed asymptotically as a 
bivariate normal with mean vector (B^fR^) and 




Cov( B , R )  V(R) 
B - R 
7V(B-R) 
is distributed asymptotically as a normal random 
variable with mean zero and variance 1 where 
V(B-R) = V(B) + V(R) - 2 Cov(B,R) , 
N' n - 1 






n X. ^ 
Z -^x. 
1,, n " <yi-Vi"yi-Vi'^ 
n'l- N'Z R-T-Ï 
n n 
iii) from ii), when 
(B-R)/ 
V(Ê-fi) 
is distributed asymptotically as a Chi-square 
random variable with one degree of freedom (d.f.). 
This result follows from a theorem in Fisz^ (11). 
iv) Finally, since (B,R) are distributed asymptotically 
as a bivariate normal, ((B-R),R) is distributed 
asymptotically as a bivariate normal with mean 
vector (Bj^-Rjj,Rj^) and covariance matrix 
V(B-R) Cov(B-R, R) 
Cov(B-R,R) V(R) 
where 
Cov(B-R) = Cov(B,R) - V(R) 
Now consider the mixture estimator 
^Fisz, Marek (11, pp. 183-184). 
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- aBX^ + (l-â)RX^ = a(B-R)Xjj + BX^ (IV.15) 
where 
1 
a = -:T and 
l + g Z  
V(B-R) 
In the following, we derive properties of in a 
large sample situation. In one instance we concentrate on 
the limiting distributions of sample statistics and in an­
other instance we utilize order in probability concepts. 
The analysis is divided into two cases. The first is when 
i) lim B„-R„ = 0 and the second, 
ii) lim = B-R / 0 . 
N-»oo 
From Equation IV. 14 
B-R = (B^-R^) + 0 (^) 
^ Vn 
and we assume 
B-R = (B-R) + 0 (~~) 
In practice, however, we are faced with a single population. 
Hence, once we have derived expressions that involve B, for 
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example/ we shall replace it by 
Consider now the first case wherein 
lim = 0 . 
N-fOO 
Let 
i) denote the event that [R-R^l > e/2 
ii) denote the event that [a(B-R)| >e/2 and 
iii) denote the event that |B-R| >e/2 
We know that R and B-R are consistent for R^ and O, 
respectively. Given e/2> 0 and 6/2 > 0, there exists 
such that Vn > , 
P[G^] < 6/2 and ^rt^n^ < &/2 
Now, given e > 0 and 6 > 0, we have 
=Plk(B-R) tR-R^I > e] <P[H„l + P[Gj^] . 
The random variable a is bounded by 0 and 1. Hence it 
follows that P[H ] <P[I ]. We now have L _ L J 
P[|©^/^-Rjjl > £] <P[G.^] + P[ln] <6 V n>N, . 
Hence when lirnCB^-R^) = 0, plim = Y. 
On the other hand, when 
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1 + maxSO, ^ - 1] 
' V(B-R) \ 
(B-R)2 + 2(B-R)Op(i'4-Op(i) 
1 + maxjO, rr-:— - 1 i 
^ V(B-R) ^ 
= °p<i> • 
We then have 
plim - plim Op(~) plim (B - R)X^ + plim RÎ^ = Y . 
The above results follow by applications of Theorems I and 
II in Appendix 8. Hence 0^ is consistent for Y. 
When lim(Bjj-Rj^) = 0, the following calculations show 
that under the limiting distribution of 0^, 
Âlv(ê^) <ÂZv(^^) . 
An equivalent expression of â is given by 
a r: 1 if X ' < 1 
=  i f  X ' > 1  
where 
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X = (B-R)^/V(B-R) . 
The limiting distribution of a when 
lim B -R^ = 0 
is the distribution of 
0 = 1  i f  0  <  X <  1  
= - if X> 1 
X 
where X denotes a Chi-squared random variable with one 
degree of freedom. This result follows from Fisz^. 
Using the asymptotic distributions of the components 
of 0^ we now calculate the large sample M.S.E. of . Re­
call that these asymptotic distributions were given im­
mediately following the Assumption (Condition W). 
(0^-Y)^ = [â(B-R) + R - R]^X^ 





V(B - R)xf (x)dx+ j ^ (x)dx 
0 1 
(IV.17) 
^Fisz, Marek (11, pp. 183-184). 
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where f(x) denotes the Chi-square density with one degree 
of freedom. For the following integration we use Pearson's 
Tables of the Incomplete Gamma Function (44). 
The first term in Equation IV.17 is equal to 
1 
_l/2_-x/2 
V(B-R) x ' e ~ dx = .0969 V(B-R) . (IV.18) 
0 
In the following, we shall simplify V(B-R) to V. Simi­
larly, Cov(B-R) will be denoted Gov. The second term in 
Equation IV.17 is 
V 
" ,-3/2„-x/2 . w. 
" " 2 "" 'dx = ; 




The above equation follows by integration by parts and a 
change of variables. Evaluating the integral yields 
_ r x-3/2e-*/2 
V = dx = .2013 V . (IV.19) 
I 2^Tr 
Combining equations IV.18 and IV.19 we have 
X^Ë[â^(B-R)^] = .2982 X^V . 
The second term in Equation IV. 16 is 
X^2[a(B-R) (R-R)] 
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We now express a in the more convenient form, 
â = 1 if 1 B - R1 < N/V 
if 1 B - R1 > n/V 1 
X 










,a a a a a ^ a 
(B-R) l(R-R)g(B-R,R)d(B-R)d(R) 
-Vv 
+ V (B-R)"^(R-R)g(B-R,R)d(B-R)d(R) 
_00 __00 
(IV.20) 
The symbol g(B-R,R) denotes the bivariate normal den­
sity of the random variable (B-R,R). From multivariate 
normal theory we know that the conditional distribution of 
R given (B-R) is normal with mean 
R + -^(B-R) . 
Hence for each of the three integrals in Equation iv.20 
we have 
(R-R)h(R |B-R)dR = CovjB R) 
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where h(R|B-R) denotes the conditional normal density func­
tion of R given (B-R). Equation IV.20 then reduces to 
E[a(B-R)(R-R)] = 2 
^/V . ^ 0 ^ a a a 
(B-R) k (B-R) d (B-R) 
+ 2 Gov k(B-R)d(B-R) . (IV.21) 
a a 
The symbol k(B-R) denotes the marginal normal density 
A A 
of (B-R). In Equation IV.21 we have utilized the symmetry 
of the normal distribution in combining integrals. The 
first term in Equation IV.21 is 
(B-^ , (B-R)^. 
i exp[- : ]d(B-R) = .1939 Gov. 
J 0 V^/^ J2V 
The second term in Equation IV.21 is 
Gov g(B-R)d(B-R) = .3198 Gov 
The above two results yield 
2 2 
2Ë[â(B-R)(R-R)] = (1.027)X^  
Finally, using the definitions of V and Gov, 
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Ë[J^(B-R)^] + 2E[a(B-R)(R-R)] 
= .2982[V(B) + V(R) - 2Cov(B,R)] + 1.027[Cov(B,R)-V(R)] 
= .30 V(B) - .73 V(R) + .43 Cov(B,R) {IV.22) 
n 
Under Model VI with ^  - a V^, and omitting terms of order 
2 l/n , we have 
^E[a (B-R) ^ + 2a (B-R) (R-R) ] 
= -fi-] 





^  v 2  
= - ^ (1-§)(.73)[Z 
N(x.-X^) 
N-1 • ] L  (IV.23) N 
z N 
From Equations IV.23 and IV.16 we have that 
^ ^2 N(x.-X-J^ , 
AV(RX^) - AV(ê^) = -73^(1-g) [Z ][—^] • (IV.24) 
N x. 
Hence A-V(e^) <A-V(RX^). 
We now consider the M.S.E. of 6^when 
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lim (Bjj-R^) / 0 . 
N-*00 
From Equation IV.15, 
(6^-Y) = [a(B-R) + R-R]Xj^ 
and 
(e^-Y)^ = [a^(B-R)^+2a(B-R) (R-R) + (R-R)^]Xj^^ . (IV.25) 
/s 1 
We have already shown that a = Op(—). Omitting expec­
tation of terms of order in probability greater than 1/n 
yields 
Ê[(êi-Y)2] = i(l.S) z • 
Let us summarize the results of Section 1 in Theorem 
F.3. 
Let the model be 
^(yjx.) = tix. 
^ov(yi,yj|x^,Xj) = i = j 
= 0 i / j 
2 
where and a are unknown. Given that we sample n tuples 
(y,x) with SRS w/o replacement, the mixture estimator 
= ÔBXjj + (1 - â)RXj^ , 
wirn 
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a = ^ max [o, &) _ i] 
1 + b V(B-R) 
IS 
i) consistent for the population mean and 
ii) Â^(ê^) < ÂIv(^jj) . 
2. Mixture type estimator 2 
Consider the model 
= pXi 
fov(y\,yj jx^fXj) = 1 = J 
= 0 i / j 
2 
where p is unknown and cr is known. As in the previous 
section, assume that we select a sample of n tuples (y^,x^) 
by SRS w/o replacement and that is known prior to sample 





A A y, 
'^N= 
Z x^ 
Let 0 = aBXj^+ (l-a)RXjj. If we minimize 
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«/(©Is) + a^(B-R)^Xjj^ 
Jn 
with respect to a, we obtain 
_ 9 ^ 9 
,n D\ 2 nx^ E X. 
a = 1/[1 + (B-R) [—5 i—]] (IV.26) 
c 2 ^n ^ 
^ Z (Xi-Xn) 
and the resulting mixture estimator 
A 
02= aBX^ + (1 -a)RX^ 
is consistent for Y^. We state in the following theorem, 
A 
some relevant properties of . 
Theorem F.4; 
Given the sequence of populations, <pop>^_^, in section 1. 
Given that we sample n tuples (y,x) with SRS and w/o re­
placement. The estimator 
©2 = aBX^ + (l-S)RXjj 
where a is defined in Equation IV.26 is a consistent esti­
mator of the population mean and has a M.S.E. of 
„ na « 
i) M.S.E.(e,) = —(!-«); z N-i 
when lim B„ - R„ = 0 and 
N N 
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n, !î ii) M.S.E. (62) = -(1 - Z 1 
v; <?• 
when lim / 0, where 
K - X 2 y 5 /^ y 
N - 1  
and where expectation of terms of order in prob­
ability larger than l/n are omitted. 
Proof ; 
Utilizing the sequence of populations,<pop^>, as de­
fined in section 1, we have 
n n 
A . Z x/u Z s. 
B - R =  —  
E E 
= B - R + O (-%) . 
P Jn 
The order in probability is established by Theorem II 
in Appendix 8 and the consistency of sample means with 
respect to the sequence of populations. As in section 1 we 
shall examine the estimator 8^ in the two limiting cases. 
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i) lim B-R = 0 and 
ii) lim Rjj = B - R / 0. 
Hence, in the analysis we shall replace B^, R^, etc. by 
their limiting values B, R, etc. Now 
fi-R)^= (B-R)2 + 2(B-R)0^(4I) + 0„(è) . 
P Jn P " 
From Equation IV.26, we write 
â = 1/[1 + ^  + 0 (-i;)}] _ 
a Jn 
where the order in probability follows as a result of 
Theorem II in Appendix 8 and where 
N-1 
When B = R, 
O (-^) , 
a = l/[l + -E^[K + Op(i)]] . 
Hence plim a = 1. 
When B / R, 
a = 1/[1 + ^ ^[IB-R)2 + Op(^)][(K + Op(^))] . 
Hence plim a = 0. The 
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plim 02 = plim a plim BX^ + plim (1 - a) plim RXj^ 
= Y if B = R 
= Y if B / R. 
Hence is consistent for Y. We now find the M.S.E.(Gg) 
êj - Yy = (âÊx^ + (l-â)RXy - . 
Replacing the population characteristics with their limit­
ing values, 
n n 
. Z X.U; . Z s. 
0, - Y = X[a (B-R) + a + (1 - a) -] . 
^ Z X. Z 
When B = R, we have 
" - r r t s - ' - v * '  
P n/S 
11) 1 - a = Op(;^) 
111) = 1 + Op(;^) 




A 2 ^ ^ 
vi) (1-a) (- ) 
Z X, 
n n 
^ ^ Z x.u. Z s. 




" _ 9 _0 aO ^ ^"i ^ A 0 ^ ^ 
(Qg-Y) = ^ + (1-a) 
Z Z x^ 
2a (1 a) Yir^ Z Xj^] 
Omitting terms of order in probability greater than 1/n, 
n 
A A A ^ A Z X. u. 2 
E[(e -Y)2] = E[a ( ] . 
Z x^^ 
Replacing the limiting population values by their cor­
responding values, we have 






When B / R, we have 
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il) = Op(i) 
iii) 1-Î = 1 + Op(jf) 
iv) (1 - a) ^ = 1 + Op(^) 
Also 
n 
. n x.u. . E s. 
02- Y = X[a(B-R) + [a + (1 - a) ] J 
Omitting expectation of terms of order in probability larger 
than 1/n, 
n 
Ëtêg-Y)^ = X^(B-R)^Ê(â^) + X^Ë[(-^-^)^] 
n 
_n . z s. 
+ 2X^(B-R)Ê[a 7^] Z x^ 
The 
Ê[â^] ^  - C)2 (IV.28) 
where 
c = iS=|)lK . 
Q 
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Equation IV.28 follows as a result of a Taylor's series 
expansion omitting expectation of terms of order in prob­
ability larger than l/n. 
Similarly, it can be shown that 
n 
A 2 s. 
Ë[a YirJ = 0 A x^ 
omitting expectation of terms of order in probability larger 
than l/n. 
Thus when B / R, 
2(02-V = ( W E N _ 1 .(IV.29) 
where 
Ë[â^] = + (B-R)2x]2 .Q.E.D. 
Let us summarize the results of Theorem F.4. The 
A 
estimator 8^ is consistent for the population mean. When 
B=R, the M.S.E.fGg) is equal to the M.S.E.(BX^). Inci-
* _ A _ ^ 
dentally, since the biases of BX^, RXj^ and ©2 are of order 
l/n, to our degree of approximation, we may replace M.S.E. 
by V. 
When B /R, 
v(e_) -V(fec„) = T X„^(B„-Rj^r ;—f . 
^ II / tt rt \ ^ 
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2 
This difference decreases as increases or as n 
increases. However, if B-R is quite small, this difference 
will be large. 
2 
We note here that if cr is not known we may use 
-2 " (Yi-Bx.) 
^ ^ n-1 
A 2 
in a as an estimate of a . This modification does not alter 
A " 2 
the consistency of 6^. The properties of 0^ when a is used 
are discussed in Appendix 7. 
If we wish the large sample variance of to be that 
given in Equation IV.27 when B=R and to be the large sample 
variance of RX^ otherwise, and to the same degree of approxi­
mation, i.e., omitting expectation of terms of order in 
probability greater than 1/n, we need only to modify a to 
the form 
1 ? n 
- A\2  ^  Z 
a' = 1/Ll + n^ (B-RJ p (IV.30) 
n 
where 0 < e <1/2. The discussion of a' is given in Appendix 7. 
We note that although 
^ (@21 s) need not necessarily be Of course if (B-R) is 
uncorrelated with BX^ and RX^^ under the superpopulation model. 
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3. Mixture type estimator 3 
In this section we consider an estimator that is con­
sistent for the population mean and has smaller anticipated 
variance than the usual ratio estimator, RX^. 
Consider the model, 
^ov(y^,yjlx^,xj) = i = j 
= 0 i / j 
2 _ 
where p and a are unknown and is known. We select a 
sample of n tuples (y x) with SRS and w/o replacement. We 
/ 
shall discuss the estimator 
r = yn ^  
where 
n 
Utilizing the sequence of populations constructed in 
section 1, it is easy to show that y is a consistent esti­
mator of Yjj. In addition, 
prl^i = 








and - Yj^ - it follows that z uux^ = 0. The 
M.S.E.(y) is 
M.S.E.(y) = E[(y-Yj^)^] 
= E[(û„-û^-(i-B^)(x„-X^))2] 
where we have omitted expectation of terms of order in 
probability larger than 1/n. Finally, 
1 „  n ,  «  < Y l - % - V = l - V '  
M.S.E.(r) = 
1=1 
Now since RX^ is also consistent for Y^, unbiased under 
the model, and possesses a M.S.E. of the same order, we com-
/v 
pare RX^ and y on the basis of A-V. 




2 ^ 2 Z Z 
„2 2(V5„)nîn''^ 20^ 
+ N - n , - N • 
N Z x^"^ 
Upon completing squares, we have 
y(Y-?«l-) = (IV. 31) 
N Z Xj^2 
Also ^RXj^-Yjj|s) may be written as 
y(R3i^_Y^|s) = 
^ ^ ^ ^ nNx ^ 
n 
Taking the difference of Equations IV.31 and IV. 32 we have 
n p 
/ _ / a _ K ^ 
n S X. 
where 
•^= - '-n-H-n'" • 
Hence, if K>0, i.e., if | x^^l > (1-^) 1 x^^l , /(f - Y^jj s) 
is smaller than ^ /ifRX», - Y„1 s) and conversely. 
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This suggests an estimator defined by 
03 = RX^ if 
- Y otherwise. 
RX^ and y are both conditionally unbiased under the model. 
©2 will have smaller anticipated variance than either RX^ 
or Y since conditional on the sample 0^ is the preferred 
estimator for every sample. In addition, we now show that 
is a consistent estimator of Y„. 3 N 
Let 
i) B denote the event that K > 0 
ii) denote the event that K < 0 
iii) denote the intersection of two events. 
Given e > 0, 
P[lê3-Yj^l>e] = P [lê3-Yjj|>e|B]P[B] 
+ P [lê3-Yjjl>elB'']P[B^] 
where P[AjB] denotes the conditional probability of event 
A given that event B has occurred. We then have 
P[lê3-\l >i] = P[lê3-Y^|>EnB] + P[ I 63-5^1 >£0 6"] 
< P[lY-YNl>E] + P . 
Since y ana are both consistent for Y^, it follows 
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that 0^ is consistent for Y^. 
In summary, in sections 1, 2 and 3 we investigate 
three consistent mixture type estimators of Y^. Each 
mixture type estimator is shown to have at most as large 
A-V as the usual ration estimator RX, 
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V. REGRESSION MODELS 
In Chapter V we consider two types of regression 
models. 
Def. A model of the form 
= g(u^)a + pf(x^) 
^ov(yi,yj|x_,Xj) = ^  i = j 
= 0 i / j 
where a and p are unknown will be termed a regression 
model. The function g may be a function of any char­
acteristic of unit except y^ 
A. Regression Model 1 
Consider a regression model of the form 
= a + p(x^  - }^ ) 
^ov(y^,yjlx^,Xj) = i = j 
= 0 i / j 
whprp rt Anrl A arp iinTc nnwn. Âssiimp Y is Vnnwn. Tn 
- r " — N ' 
the following, we shall assume a without replacement de-
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sign of size n with inclusion probabilities Each sam­
ple of size n consists of n tuples (y,x). 
Given a sample of size n. Regression Model 1 may be 
written in the vector form, 
y. 
n 




is a n X 2 matrix. 
y and e are n x1 vectors and 
B = is a 2x1 vector. 
Given the sample of size n, e is distributed with mean zero 




Given the sample of size n, an estimator of a may be 
obtained from 
B - x'y~\ 
and is given by 
A'*- nNy^ ^ nN>< Nn9< nN?< 
(v. l )  
where 
n ^ n (x.-X^): n (x.-X^) 
^ ^ nN;< ^ nN)/ " nN)< ' 
We assume that A' / 0 for all samples s. Under the model, 
^ G + , 
so a possible estimator of is a' given in Equation V.l. 
Under the model, a' is the least squares estimator of &. If 
we replace n^ by fr^, where 0<ir^<i, 
N 
y. ir^  = n , 
we have 
- .  1 r" yli_ " n (x._X^) 
G A NN". NTT. ^ NTT. NTT. J 




n (x.-X^)^ n ^ n (x.-5^) 
^ ^ NIT. ^ NTT. NTT. ' 
11 1 
The estimator a has the following properties which we 
state as a theorem. 
Theorem V.1 : 
Given a without replacement design of size n of tuples (y,x) 
and given that is known. Assume that Regression Model 1 
holds. Then, the estimator a given in Equation V,2 
i) is consistent for for any set of inclusion 
probabilities 
ii) is unbiased for a under the model and 
iii) possesses an AV that is minimized for tt^ pro­
portional to 
where terms of order in probability larger than 1/n are 
omitted. 
Proof : 
We first prove ii) of Theorem V.l. 
^ "nttT P + e^) E } ] 
n ( x . - y  r ,  n  V \  
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Proof of i). In Chapter IV we constructed a sequence of 
populations such that the H.T. estimator 
n z. 
2 ^ Nir^ 
minus its expectation over the sampling design was of order 
in probability . We shall assume the same construc-fjn. 
tion here. Since, 
z  m •  ^ m. 
1 1 1  1  
are all H.T. estimators, using Theorem I in Appendix 8, 
plim a = Yjj . 
Proof of iii). The 
A-V(a) = Efta - s) . 
Omitting terms of order in probability larger than 
N y. N "}/. 
A-V(a)= Z - Z -I . (V.3) 
N i=l N 
Using the same minimization techniques in Section B, 
proportional to minimizes the A-V(a) given in Equation 
V.3. Q.E.D. 
We now give the M.S.E. of â omitting terms of order 
in probability larger than l/n. Define 
B* = s 
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and 
" 'n '*1-V "i • (V. 4 I  
It follows that 
N 
Z = 0 
and 
N 
Z u^(x^-Xjj) = 0 . 
The M.S.E. (a) = E[(a-Yj^)^]. From Equation V.4, 
A  1  1 1 1  
Omitting terms of order in probability larger than 1/n and 
2 
using a Taylor's series expansion of 1/a , 
1(5-V^ = 21(2 
N U; 2 
i/j ^ ^""i ""j ^  
where u^ = y^ - - B* (x^-Xjjj) and denotes the joint in­
clusion probability of units i and j. 
B. Regression Model 2 





- _ z yj'Xj- Xp) 
Z (x.-5„)2 
Basically, the regression estimator is of the form mean of 
the y^ + product of the regression coefficient and - x^) 
A possible extension of the regression estimator to the un­
equal probability sampling case is 
n y . _ n x 
^1 ~ ^ Nnp~ P ' ^ Nnp^) 
where 
N 
i ) 0 < p ^ < l ,  2 p ^ = l  
, n x. 1 n X. y. 
Il) p- = - Z (— - - Z NpT^NpT 
n X. , n X. 2 
Hi) D = z ^ z . 
We assume that D/0 Vs. 
Under Regression Model 1, 
n X. ^ X. T RT y ( y ^ \ j. 
n n x.-x.- n X, ° ^Np,"n Np/Np 
^(L^ [ s) = Z + [i Z Nnp~ ^ Nnp^) ^ D 
Since this expectation is not equal to a = ^ (Y^), is 
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biased under the model. Hence, does not 'zero out' the 
first component of the A-V as given in Equation III.2. 
We now consider another regression model, denoted Re­
gression Model 2 for which appears appropriate. 
The following model is called Regression Model 2. 
Let 
where a and p are unknown. As in Regression Model 1 we 
wish to estimate by selecting a sample of n tuples (y,x) 
without replacement. Assume that is known. 
Under Regression Model 2, one can show that the esti­
mator is the least squares estimator of 
1 = J 
= 0 i / j 
N nV-
f" ^ N •*" 
Furthermore, 
n V. n X. 
N rjy 
° ^  N 
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We now consider other properties of L^. The 
A-V(L^) = Ef(L^ - Y^l s) . 
Omitting terms of order in probability larger than 1/n, 
N ey'. N 
A-V(L, ) = z -Y=— - Z . 
N^np^ N 
As in previous sections, p^ proportional to 
minimizes the above quantity. Define 
N y. X N X. _ 2 
F = z (N|:-VN5 . P i  
and define 
Y; X e. 
âtr = + Ng: • 
It follows that 
N e. X. 




= Y^+ (P'-F)(5c„-Z^) + 
Also, 
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n X. X. e. n X. , X. 2 , 
= ^'ièr-S : nF-'N5:/^'N5--ïï : 
by Theorem II in Appendix 8. Hence, 
E[(4-V^] = E[(P'_F)2(Xn- Z + (? 
n x^ n e^ 
+ 2<P'-Pl(XK -Z 
Omitting terms of order in probability larger than l/n, 
we have 
n e. 2 
M.S.E.(L^) = 1[G î^) ] 
where 
Si = Yi - ?N - - ^N' ' 
TT. = np. 
1 
and "îT^j denotes the joint inclusion probability of units 
i and j. 
To summarize the above results concerning we have 
Theorem V.2: 
Given a without replacement design of size n of tuples 
(y,x) and given that Xjj is known. Assume that Regression 
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Model 2 holds. Then the estimator has the following 
properties : 
i) is unbiased under the model. 
ii) is the least squares estimator of (Y^) under 
the model. 
iii) Omitting terms of order in probability larger than 
1/n, 
a) the A-V(L^) is minimized for p^ proportional 
to and 
b) the M.S.E.(L^) is given by 
, N e. e. 2 
where 
®i " ^ i - \ ^ 
iv) is consistent for 
In summary, we have considered two regression type 
models in Chapter V. In both cases we have presented con­
sistent estimators of Y„ and found the 'best' inclusion 
N 
probabilities with respect to the A-V omitting terms of 
order in probability larger than l/n. 
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VI. ADDITIONAL RESULTS CONCERNING SURVEY DESIGNS 
In this chapter we concern ourselves with some miscel­
laneous topics including variable sample size sampling de­
signs, cost functions and stratified replacement sampling. 
A. Variable Sample Size Designs 
Godambe and Joshi (17) in their Theorem 7.1 prove that 
for any given fixed sample design p with inclusion proba­
bilities TT^, it is impossible to construct a variable size 
sample design p* with the same inclusion probabilities 
and such that the variance of the H.T. estimator is smaller 
under p* than the fixed sample design p for all possible 
values of y. As stated by Hanurav (22), this theorem im­
plies that fixed sample size designs using the H.T. esti­
mator are admissible in the class of sampling designs with 
common inclusion probabilities but does not completely ex­
clude variable sampling designs. In Theorem IV.l we give a 
partial justification for fixed sample size designs with 
respect to a certain class of variable sample size designs. 
Theorem VI.1: 
For any variable sample size design (denoted by G) with in­
clusion probability > 0 and joint inclusion probability 
there exists a fixed sample size without replace­
ment design (denoted by F) with sample size 
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N F 
n = Z TT. (n, integer) and inclusion probability tt. . 
i=l ^ 
using the same ir  > O and such that V_(H.T.) > V„(H.T.) 1 or 
whenever y. > 0 V.. 1 — 1 
Proof : 
Under the sampling design G, 
V (H.T.) = VIZ i S u {l-,r ) 
lf,s 1 N 1-1 1 
2 N y. Yj 
Under the sampling design F, 
2 
n y. 1 N y. N _ 
Vj,(H.T.) = V^( 2 = 3[ 2 ^ - Z Yi ] 
1=1 1 N 1=1 1 1=1 
1 " ij 
^ i/j 
Hence, 
1 " V (H.T.) -V (H.T.) = - M Z - l] y^yj (VI.1) 
^ e i" j ^ J 
A sufficient condition that the right hand side of Equation 
F 
VI.I. be nonnegative is that <1 and y\>0 % . We note that 
whenever y^ > 0 any unequal probability fixed sample 
size design with > O and possessing a nonnegative 
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unbiased estimator of variance will possess the property 
An example of a design G is Poisson sampling with 
TT^ = np^ where 
N 
% Pi = 1 , 
and n, integer. An example of a design F is Sampford's 
(51) rejective sampling scheme of size n that maintains 
the inclusion probability = np^. We shall show by way 
of a counter example, the necessity of y2 0 . Consider 
the artificial population of N = 4, n = 2 and suppose 
Sampford's scheme is used. Let y^ = yg = 0 and y^ = -15, 
y^ = 1. Then, substituting into Equation VI.l we have 
1 """^4 
V^(H.T.) - V„(H.T.) = -^(1(-15) <0 . G F TT^TT^ 
B. Cost Function 
In Chapter IV we neglected consideration of the cost 
of the survey design. We implicitly assumed that the cost 
of observing a unit in the population was the same as any 
other unit. Hence, by specifying a fixed sample size we have 
implicitly fixed cost. Hajëk (21) has stated sufficient 
conditions that will insure the optimality (minimum A-V) of 
Q suivcy detiiyn over the class or estimators tor a fixed 
expected cost of the form 
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N 
Recall that the difference estimator d^^ in Chapter IV 
satisfied the lower bound result of Appendix 5 when tt^ is 
proportional to J-j/. We now generalize the problem somewhat 
by minimizing the A-V(d^) with respect to a fixed expected 
cost 
N 
^O == • 
From Chapter IV, the 
1 " "/i 1 c / 
' Z2 ~ - ~2 N' i=l 1 N i=l 
We now minimize 
N 'yi 
Z 
under the condition that 
N 
= .Z Ci'i 
1=1 
Recall that a special form of Holder's inequality is 
N N 1/2 N 1/2 
Z s^t^ < (E s^^) (Z t^^) 
O +- N n 17 
Letting t^Jc^TT^ and s^ = we have 
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T N 2 N /)/ 
^(Z V%c.) < Z . (VI.2) 
If we set 
IT . * 
i N 
s 
the R.H.S. of Equation VI.2 is equal to the L.H.S. There­
fore gives the minimum value of 
s 
under the condition of fixed expected cost, C^. It is as­
sumed that < 1, v^. We state the above results as 
Theorem VI.2. 
Theorem VI.2: 
Given Model II in Chapter IV. Given also that 
i) we have a specified expected cost 
N 
1=1 
where c^ is the cost of sampling unit i and 
c »y 
ii) 0 < ^ —-—- < 1 
Then, the . 
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1 N y. N 
A-V(d, ) - —5" Z ^ - -X 
^ i=l i i=i 
is minimized for 
V. i N 
s 
1 
We note that since and are ordinarily 
fixed in advance, 
N 
Z TT * 
i=l 
need not sum to n. Hence, Theorem VI.2 will ordinarily 
specify a variable sample size design. 
C. Stratification in With Replacement Sampling 
Let N be the size of a finite population, let 
p^,m=l,...,N denote the selection probabilities where 
N 
and let n denote the sample size for a fixed sample size 
design. 
Assume that it is possible to group the N units into 
L strata such that 
N. 
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where denotes the size of the i^^ stratum, denotes 
the original selection probability of unit j in the i^^ 
stratum. 
L N. N 
; = 1 = z P, 
ifi j-fi 
and n^^ is an integer 
m=l m 
Z n = n. 
i=l ^ 
Let A denote the unequal probability with replacement 
sampling scheme of fixed size n with selection probabilities 
p^,m=l,...,N and the estimator 
Selection of the n units to be achieved by selecting 
unit i with probability p^ at each of n draws. 
Let B denote the unequal probability with replacement 
sampling scheme when the population is stratified into L 
strata with sampling performed independently within each 
stratum with selection probability 
P(i)j " P(i)j 
for the unit in the i^^ stratum and the stratified 
estimator 
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We note that estimator b reduces to estimator a. 
We now show that Vg(a) <V^(a). We know that 
V. 
1 N y 2 
(a) = -^2 Z p. - Y) 
nN"^ i=l ^ Pi 
and 
L N 2 1 , Y(i)i 2 
V3(a) = (^) ^  
"3 s 










' j=i ^ (i)j • 
The V^(a) can be written as 
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and hence 
1 L n. Y. 2 
• 
Hence, V^(a)2Vg(a). The usefulness of this result is il­
lustrated in the following theorem. 
Theorem VI.3: 
If in the preceding development = 2 V\, then 
V^(a) >Vg(a) > V^(c) where C denotes stratified w/o replace­
ment sampling of 2 units per stratum with 
i) inclusion probabilities 
"i(j) " 2p'(i)j 
for unit j in the i^^ stratum 
ii) the w/o replacement sampling design of size two 
within stratum i with the estimator 
%k' 
is superior to the with replacement sampling 
scheme or size "cwo using the selection probabil­
ities p\^jj and the usual mean, and 
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iii) c is the estimator 
+ ïmk_, 
1=1 « 2 V(i)j V(i)k 
Proof : 
When nu = 2 for i=l,...,L 
In n/2 2 n/2 
V , ( a )  - V „ ( a )  =  - ^ [ ( f - 1 )  Z  Y / _  Z  Y Y J  
^ ® nN^ 2 i=l ^ i/j ^ j 
1 1 n/2 p 
=  z  ( Y  -  Y  ) 2 ]  >  0  .  
nN'^ ^ i/j j 
Using Durbin's (9) scheme for selection of the two units per 
stratum where the first unit is selected with and the 
second unit with 
P% 
. . ^(DlCr 1 + 1 i 
where 
^ j=l l-2P(i)j 
we have that Vj^(a) ^ Vg(a) >.V^,(c) 
D. Without Versus With Replacement Sampling 
Raj (46) gave the following theorem concerning with 




i) denote the selection probabilities of a with 
replacement design of size n 
ii) = np^ denote the inclusion probability of unit 
i in w/o replacement sampling 
iii) denote the inclusion probability of units i 
and j in w/o replacement sampling of size n. 
Then, a sufficient condition for the variance of the 
H.T. estimator, 
' 
to have smaller variance than the with replacement estimator 
Z Ï1 
i-1 np^  
is that 
^ ''t'i Vj • 
A necessary condition for without replacement sampling 
of size n to be superior to with replacement sampling under 
the conditions of Raj is given by the following. 
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Theorem VI.5 (Narain, 40): 
A necessary condition for the without replacement estimator 
2 Zi 
i=l 
to have smaller variance than the with replacement estimator 
when = np^ is that 
We give another theorem concerning with versus without 
replacement sampling designs of size n. 
Theorem VI.6: 
Given a without replacement design of fixed size n such that 
îT. = np. and it. . = n(n-l)p.p. + A- •• If 
1 ij ij 
N y. Yi 2 
2 0 
then, 
^ VI Ji 
where y^y^(H.T.) denotes the variance of the H.T. estimator 
under the without replacement design and V^y denotes variance 
under the with replacement design with selection probabilities 
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Proof : 
Using the Yates and Grundy (56) form of the variance we have 
Since = n(n-l)p^pj + A^j, 
1 1 Yi Yi 2 1 Yi Yj 2 
1 N y 2 , Y. y-j 2 
N^n i=l ^i^Pi i/j 
Since 
1 Y; Yj 2 
n2 j ^j ^ ° 
we are done. 
An example of a design such that = n (n-Dp^p^ + ^ 
and 
Yi Yj 2 
i^j ° 
is obtainable under the following situation. Group the 
units into L strata such that 
"i 
E TT. = 2 , z N. = N 
i=l ^ i=l ^ 
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and select samples of size 2 within each stratum using 
Durbin's (9) scheme or Fuller's (14) scheme B. 
In both of the above schemes we have that 
N y. y.- 2 
i/j 1 J 
We extend the above theorem to consider without re­
placement designs with variable sample size. 
Theorem VI.7: 
Let n denote the expected sample size of a variable sample 
size design. Let the without replacement sample size design 
of variable sample size be such that = np^ < 1 and 
ij = n(n-l)p^pj+ A^j. If the expression 
then 
where and are the same as in Theorem VI.6, 
Proof : 
Using the Horwitz and Thompson (28) form of the 
VâiTxâi'iCc OT 
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and substituting = n(n-l)pupj + we have 
1 ^ ^ 2 1 2 
1 n(n-l)p.p,+A. . 
1 » ^ijyiyj 
9 ^ 9 
N i/j n p^pj 
2 
N^n Pi 




nN^ i/j n^pupj 
Hence if 
V ' f ,  i â r '  -  ^  °  •  
An example of when the conditions of the above theorem 
are satisfied is Poisson Sampling with inclusion probability 
îr - np. and Y» = 0. 
1 N 
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E. Unbiased Variance Estimation 
The class of estimators, T^, appears to encompass most 
of the estimators in practice. For completeness, we give 
an unbiased estimator of the variance of unbiased estimators 
of in the class under sampling designs admitting un­
biased estimators of variance. 
Since 
Vftj) = E[( s PisYi):] -
les 
an unbiased estimator of V(t^) is 
V(tg) = tg^ - unbiased est. (Yj^^) 
2 1 N N 
= ( Z Pi.y.) - unbiased est.[-^( Z y. + Z y.Yj)] 
i£S ^ i=l ^ i/j ^ 
(i/j)&s 1\] 
2 






and the sample size is fixed, V(t^) reduces to the Yates 
and Grundy (56) form of the estimator of variance of the 
H.T. estimator. 
F. Order in Stratification 
It is well known that if a finite population is prop­
erly stratified, considerable gains in precision may be 
obtained with the stratified design. Neyman (41) and others 
have discussed the aspects of stratification in detail. 
Dalenius (7) and Dalenius and Hodges (8) determined the 
optimum stratum points in order to minimize the variance 
of the mean. They assumed that it was possible to stratify 
with respect to the characteristic under study. In the 
following, we shall assume a given random variable X with 
known bounded density function f(x). The random variable 
X is assumed to have a finite range with a variance de-
2 
noted a . 
If we select a random sample of size n from a distri­
bution with the density f(x), the variance of the sample 
— 2 




Given a bounded random variable X with density function 
f(x) >0 when xe[a,b'] b > a 
= 0 otherwise . 
Let n be given. Define the points a^ i=l,...,n by 
r i  1 
j f (x)dx = - . 
^i-1 
Let stratum i be defined by the interval [a^_^,a^]. Then 
if we sample one per stratum, independently from stratum 
— 2 
to stratum, V(X^) is of order l/n . 
Proof : 
We have 





, n f. i xf(x) n 
^ " dx = Z xf(x)dx= J xf(x)dx 
a 1=1 a a 
*1-1 ® 
n 
V(X ) = % V (X. ) 
" n i=l 
where 
a. 
^ _r.. n.2 f(x) 
V ; - J A-x. - Y7n 1 
®i-l 
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we have that 
n i=l n 
— 2 
Hence V(X^) is of order 1/n . Q.E.D. 
We note that the result of Theorem VI.8 remains valid 
if we choose to select more than one unit per stratum. 
With further restrictions on the density function we have 
Theorem VI.9: 
If in Theorem VI.8 
f(x) > C > 0 X£[a,b] 
0 elsewhere 
then V(X^) is of order 1/n^. 
Proof : 
As in Theorem VI.8 we have 
2 f (x)dx 
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(a.-a. -, )^ < ^ 
^ " nV 
It follows that 
a. / n,2 
, n p i (x-E[X.]) n 
V(X^) <-4t 2 ry—^—f(x)dx<-^ Z 
1=1 n^ C ^ id 
^i-1 
< ^ . Q.E.D. 
n C 
If X is distributed as a uniform random variable and 
if we select a random sample of size n, 
• 
However, if instead of selecting a random sample, we first 
stratify the population into n equal sized strata with 
respect to the uniform variable, it can easily be shown 
that 
V(X ) = . 
^ 3n^ 
Hence the variance of X^ utilizing stratification is 
n 
times the variance of the simple mean with random sampling. 
We give an illustration of the usefulness of stratification 
in Theorem VI.10. 
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Theorem VI.10: 
Given a finite population of N tuples (y^,x^) where 
is known. Given also that 
i) the density function of x satisfies the condi­
tions of Theorem VI.8 
ii) we stratify the finite population of N tuples 
into n strata of equal size by the method of 
Theorem VI.8 and 
iii) we select one tuple per stratum from each of the 
n stratum with equal probability. 
2 




i) |3 = 2 (Xi-ïn)Yi 1 n 
n 2 
The notation y,^\^ denotes the value y of the unit in / •; \ -i 
the i^^ stratum. 
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Proof : 
Assume that N = nL. Define 
1-1 i-l 
« = :— 
ifi jfi 
and u^^jj as in ii) above. It follows that 
ifl jfl "<i'J " " " ifl j=l 
It is easy to show that 
Yn + ^ + 5n • (VI.3) 
Utilizing the sequence of populations model it can be shown 
that jj _ B = Op(l/Jn). Hence since by Theorem VI.8, 
\ = °p<^' 
we have from Equation VI.3 that 
2 
Hence omitting terms of order in probability 1/n 
V(y„ + ^ "(X^-S„) - y . E(S^2, 
1 " ^ I ^ ) 
= - >: Z . Q.E.D. 
^ i=l j=l ^ 
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VII. SUMMARY 
Using the criterion of Anticipated Variance (A-V), 
sampling designs and estimators possessing desirable 
properties for certain models were derived. 
We introduced the term Anticipated Variance to em­
phasize the subjective or personalistic nature of survey 
design. In practice, the determination of sampling de­
sign and estimator is often based on the survey designer's 
experience and intuition concerning a single finite popu­
lation. As a result of previous surveys, the survey de­
signer possesses prior knowledge concerning the population 
of interest. In the thesis, prior knowledge in the form 
of models specifying the anticipated means and covariance 
is investigated. The A-V criterion is broader than the 
Expected Variance criterion in that the former will apply 
when the a priori information does not arise as a result 
of a superpopulation but arises from a personalistic view 
of the finite population. 
When the first and second order moments are assumed 
constant the sample mean together with simple random sam­
pling without replacement were found to be best in that 
they minimized the A-V over a large class of estimators and 
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sampling designs. Generalizing the moments we proved the 
following theorem. 
Theorem: 
Given that the anticipated mean of unit i is x^, the vari­
ance is and that the variables (y^,...,yQ) are independent 
with respect to some distribution. Furthermore, assume that 
and the ratios^/'y^/^/'y^ Vi/j are known. Then, in the class 
of without replacement designs with the sample consisting 
of tuples (y,x) and expected sample size 
N 
n = Z TT^ 
and in the class of unbiased estimators, the unequal prob­
ability difference estimator, 
% = 
les 1 
and the sampling design with 
^ i  =  r z  
jointly minimize the A-V. In connection with the model, 
classes of estimators and designs in the previous theorem 
iato rtc»neai-=>l-i 1 r«.tcii- Vinnrifl -Unorcr^atn nf fZnrIand .Toshi 
(17). We also showed that the estimator d^, is unbiased 
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admissible, i.e., dj^ is admissible with respect to the 
class of unbiased estimators. 
When the a priori mean is for unit i, the variance 
is ^  and the covariance is for i/j, a programming 
problem was presented. The class of estimators was re­
stricted to unbiased estimators of the form 
where is the coefficient of unit i whenever it is in 
the s^^ sample and the class of sampling designs was re­
stricted to without replacement designs of size n. For 
large populations such a method of solution would be pro­
hibitive with respect to cost. 
Three other models were considered. With respect to 
all three models, consistent estimators of the population 
mean were derived. When the a priori variance of unit i was 
.and the a priori covariance of units i and j was zero, the 
A-V of the consistent estimators omitting terms of order 
in probability larger than ^ was minimized for "n"^ propor­
tional 
When the anticipated mean was of the form px^ with p 
2 
unknown, the anticipated variance was a and the covariances 
were zero we considered three different mixtures of two 
estimators with desirable properties. For each of the 
three mixture estimators we showed that the mixture 
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estimator possessed a smaller anticipated variance than 
the usual ratio estimator 
Consistency of the Horwitz-Thompson estimator was 
established for a sequence of finite populations. Several 
miscellaneous topics concerning sampling designs and esti­
mators were considered. A class of variable sample size 
designs was shown to be inferior to the class of without 
replacement designs of size n admitting a nonnegative esti­
mator of variance. This result assumed that the population 
characteristic of interest was positive. 
Stratification in with replacement sampling was also 
considered. We showed that if it was possible to stratify 
the units into strata such that the values np^ sum to 
integers, the resulting design had a smaller variance than 
the usual with replacement unequal probability design of 
size n. Further topics included a discussion of the order 
in probability of associated with stratification 
where the number of strata is proportional to n. Also, a 





where ir^ is the inclusion probability of unit i, was con­
sidered. With respect to this cost function, the that 
minimized the A-V of the unequal probability difference 
estimator was found to be 
i ~ N 
TT . = 
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X. APPENDIX 1 
We present a proof for Theorem A.l. 
Theorem A.l: 
Given the model 
(y^ 1 i ) = n 
^ ov(y^,yj|i,j) = i = j 
= pa^ i / j 
2 
where p, , cr , p are unknown. Then, any sampling design such 
that the inclusion probability tt^  = n/N will guarantee that 
y^ is an unbiased estimator of Y^. Furthermore, 
A-V(y„) = <r2(i - i) + . 
Proof : 
Since y^ is required to be unbiased, we have 
N y. 
E[y„] = Z y D(S) = Z — Z p(s) = Y„ V values (y, ,...,y„). 
seS i=l S9i 
This implies that 




It follows that 
A-v(y^) = Ertyjj-Yjjln) + 
- -  | )  + 
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XI. APPENDIX 2 
We present a restatement and proof of Theorem A.2. 
Theorem A.2: 
Given the specifications of Model I. Given that the sample 
design is simple random sampling without replacement of size 
n (SRS w/o replacement of size n). Then, the sample mean 
y^, is such that no unbiased estimator in the class T^ has 
smaller A-V. The class 
n 
T_ = [t„: t„ = Z c y where c 
^ 7 7 i=l ®i^ ^ ®i^ 
is the coefficient of element whenever it appears at the 
t^^ draw in the sample ] • 
Proof : 
We first note that the result of Murthy (39) and others 
enables us to consider estimators in T^ instead of the larger 
class T^. Since T^ estimators take into account the order in 
which the units appear in the sample, there are nl(^) possi­
ble samples. If we average t^ over all possible nlsamples 
containing the same units the resulting averaged esti­
mator will not depend on the order in which the units appear 




^5 Z p(s') 
s'eSn 
where Sq denotes the set of all samples s containing the 
same units in s'. 
Furthermore, 
E[tc] = Z t p(S«) = Z t (s')p(s') = ELt ] 
^ Sg s'eS ' ' 
Now, 
V(t^) = EVft^lSg) + VEft^lSg] 
where Vft^jSg) denotes the variance of t^ over all samples 
s' in the set Sq and by construction E[t^|SQ] = t^. Hence, 
V(t^) > V(t^) . 
Having shown that we may limit our consideration to 
the class T^, let 
^5 ^ Pis^i 1=1 
We now calculate and minimize the A-V(t^). The 
n _ _ n 





^ovCts^YNl s) -^[(Z Z (Yj^-ji))] 
i=l 
n 
- ill ' N PisP"^ 
1 ^ 2 N-1 ^ 2 
N Pis" + -T .z Pi,p"! 
1=1 1=1 
A-Vltj) = V(J^ p.^ -tl) + E[ p. ^2^2 + J p.^p.^po 
- Pis®^ + PisP®^' ^ ^ 
^ =LJ, Pis'"^ + .|. PlsPjsP"'-|<2 Pis" 
" 2n . 0^ . ,N-1, .2 
+ (N-1) ,Z Pi,P=')] + %- + (^)po 
- Pis'"' + Jj PisPjsPo'l ¥ 2(N-1) N P 
+ V + (^)pc' 
1=1 ±^2 — 
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^ 2 2 ^ p 
>  S ( Z Pi_ c )p(s) + Z( Z Pi_Pi<pC^)p(s) 




H = Z(Z p.g^a2)p(s) + Z(Z PisPisPO^)p(s) - %" 
s s 
- 2, PisP(s) - i) 
1=1 S^l 
where i=l,...,N are Lagrange multipliers. Then, 
9H , X . , \ .2 ^ 
a p —  = 2f i . g a  p ( s )  +  p ( s ) p a ^  2 Z  Pj ^ - X j ^ p ( s ) =  0  (A . 2 . 1 )  
Pis j=l 
/i 
Adding and subtracting 2p(s)pa^p. , we have 
IS 
â H 9 p ^ o 
âg— = 2p^ga p(s) + p(s)pa 2 Z - 2p(s)pa p^g-\^p(s) = 0 . 
Pis i=l 
(A.2.2) 
Now summing A.2.2 over all s containing i, we have 
^ + 2po2 r ( Ï Pis)p(s) - 2p4-XJ = 0 
S)1 1=1 
and hence 
L = - rf 2dO^ - 20^ - dct^N2 Z ( Z B, _)p(s) 1 . 
sgi i=l 
Substituting into Equation A.2.1 we have 
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26. a^ + pa^ 2Z B • + ^ [2pa^ - 2a^ - po-^N2 Z (Z p.,)p(s)] = 0 . 
ris j=iJ® " s9i 
/i 
(A.2.3) 
The values = 1/n V^, s are solutions to Equation A.2.3. 
The expression 
Z (11,3) V + p,2 Z PisPjs = 1^:^51 = ) ^  0 • 
1= 1 l/j 
Also y^t^ls) is convex in for any fixed s. This is be­
cause s ) can be written as a positive semidefinite 
quadratic form in the B. . Hence 
is 
Z Yit \s)p{s) = A-V(t ) 
s ^ 
is convex in (3^^ for i = 1,...,N and for all s. By the 
Kuhn-Tucker Sufficiency Theorem given on page 192, Hadley 
(19), the A-V(t^) with ^ is the global minimum over 
the closed convex set given by 
Pis" "i.s 
and 
Z, PisP(s) = 5 «1 • 
S?1 
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XII. APPENDIX 3 
We present a restatement of Theorem A. 3 and base our 
proof on a result of Hàjek (20). 
Theorem A.3 : 
In Model I, if p / 0/ and SRS w/o replacement of size n 
are jointly best for unbiased estimators in the class T^ 
and fixed sample size designs. 
Proof : 
From Appendix 2 we restrict outselves to T^. Hajek 
(20) showed that for Model III, unequal probability sys­
tematic sampling, such that is proportional to x^ and 
the Horwitz-Thompson estimator are jointly best. Model 
III is of the form 
= x^ > 0 
î^ov(y^,yj |x^xj) = cx^^ i = j 
= a^x^XjR(|i-jI) i / j 
where the x^ are known prior to sampling and R is a convex 
function of |i-j|. 
We note that Model I is a special case of Model III 
where x^ = constant and R is a constant function. Hence 
applying Hajek's result, the sample mean y^ together with 
equal probability systematic sampling jointly minimize the 
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A-V(tg). Also, given Model 1/ the A-V(y^) under SRS w/o 
replacement yields the same A-V(y^) as the equal probability 
systematic design. In practice, SRS w/o replacement is to 
be preferred since it allows for the construction of an un­
biased estimator of variance. 
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XIII. APPENDIX 4 
Under the model 
f (YilXi) = X. 
^ ov(y^,yj|x^,xj) = 0 i / j 
= 1^ i = j 
Godambe and Joshi (17) gave a lower bound for the A-V of 
estimators that are unbiased for Y^. They assumed that the 
sample consisted of the characteristic y^ only and that 
y^, i=l,...,N were independent with respect to the distri­
bution generating the 
In Theorem A.4 below, we generalize their result by 
assuming sampling of tuples (y^,x^) where x^ is a con­
comittant variable that is observed when y^^ is observed and 
N x. 
F 1=1 
is known prior to sampling. The format of the proof is 
essentially that of Godambe and Joshi (17). 
Theorem A.4: 
Given that a sample consists of tuples (y^,x^), given X^ 
is known and given the population characteristics y^, 




^ov(y^,yj|Xi,Xj) = 0 i / j 
= i = j / 
and given e(s,(y,x)), any unbiased estimator of that is 
a function of the sample s and the observed values (y^,x^)es. 
Then, 
N y. N ^ 
A-V(e(s, (y,x)) > Z - Z -% 
i=l N TT^ i=l N 
for any sampling design such that the inclusion probability, 
of every unit in the population is positive. 
Proof : 
Let e(s,(y,x)) = d^^ + h(s, (y,x) ) be any unbiased estimator 
that is a function of (y^'X^) from the sample s, and of 
the units that compose the sample where 
For ease of notation, we write e = d^ + h. Given a 
sample s, 
^ov(d^,h|s) - ^ [ (d^ - ^ (d^|s)) (h-^(h|s)) ] 
l&s 
since ^(d^js) = X^. 
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The sampling variance of e is 
V(e) = V(d^) + V(h) + 2 Cov(d^,h) 
and the 
A-V(e) = A-V(d^) + A-V(h) + 2^Cov(d^,h) 
> A-V(dji^) + 2 ^ Cov(d^,h) . (A.4.1) 
We now show that ^ Cov(d^,h) = 0. As both d^ and e are 
unbiased for Y^, E(h) = 0 and we have 
Cov(dj^,h) = E[d^ h] - E[d^]E[h] 
= E[d^h] 
y. -X. 
= Z p{s)( Z ^;p^+X^)h(s) 
s i&s i 
Yi-Xi 
= Z p(s) ( Z -|;jp-^)h(s) 
s i&s i 
and hence, 
y. -x. 
^Cov(d, ,h) p(s)( Z -jjr—)h(s) 
s i&s i 
, N y.-x. 
= ^ z z p{s)h(s) 
^ i=l ^i S3i 
By the unbiased nes s restriction 
E[h(s)l = Z h(s)p(s) = 0 
s 
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^Cov(d, ,h) - - Z ("lif—) Z h(s)p(s) = 0 . 
i ^i=i s^i 
The last equality holding by virtue of the independence of 
(y^^, ..., y^j) with respect to the underlying distribution. 
From Equation A.4.1 we now have 
N N V 
A-V(e) > A-V(d, ) = Z - Z ^ . (A.4.2) 
i=l N TT^ i=l 
We note that if ^{y^|x^) = f(x^) the lower bound in 
Equation A.4.2 remains the same. If the form of f were 
known prior to sampling the estimator d^ given by 
* y. N f(x.) f(x.) 
% = nT + (.z, -N- - .2: -W-' 
Its 1 1=1 les 1 
attains the lower bound. 
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XIV. APPENDIX 5 
Godambe and Joshi (17) show that the Horwitz-Thompson 
estimator is admissible for any design that has positive 
inclusion probabilities for every unit in the population. 
Godambe and Joshi define e to be unbiased admissible^ for 
for a given sampling design, if 
i) e is unbiased for Y„ and 
ii) there does not exist another unbiased estimator 
e* such that V(e*) < V(e) no matter what the val­
ues (y^,.../yjj) and strict inequality holding for 
at least one set of values (y^^,.. .y^j). 
We extend the result of Godambe and Joshi in Theorem 
A.5. 
Theorem A.5. 
Given that a sample s consists of tuples (y^,x^), ies, X^ 
is known and (x^,...xj^) is a fixed point in R^, the 
estimator d^ - X^ (d^ as defined in Appendix 4) is unbiased 




The proof follows closely that of Godambe and Joshi 
(17). First, assume that d^ - X^ is not admissible for 
"Godambe and Joshi used the term admissible. We have 
adopted the term unbiased admissible to avoid confusion with 
admissibility as it is commonly used in decision theory. 
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Yjj - Xjj. Then there exists an unbiased estimator 
e(s^(y,x)) = + h(s,(y,x)) 
that has at least as small variance as d^ - for any 
values of (yj^,...,y^) and has smaller variance for at least 
one value of (y^,..., Yjj). In other words, the estimator e 
must be such that 
Z h(s)p(s) = 0 (A.5.1) 
slS 
and 
S e^p(s) < Z (d, - X )^p(s) for all (y-, / •. •eR^ 
StS s ± IN 
(A.5.2) 
or 
r h^p(s)<-2 S h(d, -X )p(s) for all (y-, / .../y„) eR^ 
stS S6S 
with strict inequality for at least one (y^,...,yQ)&R^L As 
in Appendix 4, we have abbreviated e(s,(y,x)) and 
h(s,(y,x)) to simplify expressions. The proof of Theorem 
A.5 consists of showing that h E 0 for all samples s with 
p(s) > 0. 
Let denote a subset of R^ and be such that if 
y-x = (y^-Xj^,... ,yjj-Xjj) is a member of Y^, then just k 
values of y-x are nonzero. 
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Lemma: 
If h(s)p(s) = 0 V (s(y,x)) such that seS and (y-x) 
then h(s)p(s) = 0 V (s(y,x)) such that sgS and (y-x)£Y^^^. 
Proof : 
Let (y* - x)eY^^^. From Equation A.5.1 we have 
k+1 
Zh(s)p(s) = 0 = Z S h(s,(y%x))p(s) (A.5.3) 
i=0 s&S^ 
and from Equation A.5.2 we have 
k+1 « k+1 
S Z h (s,(y%x))p(s)<-2 Z Z h(S/(^/X) ) (d,-X^)p(s) 
i=0 s&S^ i=0 S£S^ 
(A.5.4) 
where is the collection of all samples s containing 
exactly i units with the property y^" - x^ / 0. We note 
that summation on i is from 0 to k+1 only since (^-x) 
and there can be at most k+1 units in the sample such that 
y/ - x^ / 0. Briefly then, 
k+1 
U S. = S . 
i=0 ^ 
We are given that h(s)p(s) = 0 for all (s(y,x)) such 
that s&S, and (y-x)LY^. This implies that h(s,(y,x))p(s)=0 
for all S^, i=0,...,k. Thus from Equations A.5.3 and A.5.4 
we have 
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Z h(s)p(s) = 0 (A.5.5) 
and 
Z (s, (y^x) )p{s) <-2 Z h(s, (y',x) ) (d^-Xjj)p(s) . 
s&Sk+l SE^k+l 
(A.5.6) 
In Equation A.5.6, 
a X - r ^ 
I N "  l i s  
is constant for all samples and since (y-x) 
for all samples 
N y.' - X 
<1 - %N = Z • 
Hence by Equation A.5.5, 
Z h (s,(y%x))p(s)<-2[ Z —] Z h(s,(y\x))p(s) = 0 . 
Sts^^l i=l i 




S = US^ 
h(s, (y*,x) )p(s) = 0 for all s&S and the lemma is proved. 
For (y-x)fY°. and all Sf,S. 
h(s,(y,x))p(s) = 0 . (A.5.7) 
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The equality follows because of the assumption that 
is inadmissible for - X^. When (y-x)£Y°, 
e(s,(y,x) = h(s,(y,x)) and admissibility of e implies that 
V(e) < V(d^-Xj^) = 0. Thus when (y-x) eY°, e(s,(y,x)) = constant 
for samples s. Since E[e] = Y^-X^, this constant must be 
zero. Hence, using the lemma above with k = 0, 
h(s, (y,x))p(s) = 0 for all seS and (y-x)&R^ . 
Since x is a fixed point, 
h(s,(y,x))p(s) = 0 for all seS and yeR^ . 
Hence, we have a contradiction. We assumed that 
V(e) <V(d^-Xjj) for at least one (y^,...,yQ)&R^ and have now 
shown this cannot occur. 
Now, since d^-X^ is unbiased admissible for Y^-X^, 
it follows that d^ is unbiased admissible for Y^. 
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XV. APPENDIX 6 
Theorem E.2 ; 
Consider the model 
+ c 
^ov(y\,yj jx^.x.) = 0 i / j 
= Vi i = j 
where X^ is known and c is unknown- Let L denote the 
class of linear estimators of the form 
n 
J= Z PigYi + f(s) 
i=l 1 
where is the coefficient of unit whenever it is in 
tîl 
the s sample and f(s) is a function of the sample s but 
not of the y^cs. Given that the sample s consists of n 
distinct units. Then of all estimators that are con­
ditionally unbiased under the model, the estimator 
n y.-x. n , 
^ ifi n 
has the smallest variance under the model. 
Proof : 




•( (il s) = ^(f (s) + Z 
^ i^l 





= X„ + c V stS 
N 
We then have that 
n 
and 
Z [3. = 1 V s 
i=i 
X liigX. + f(s) = . 
1=1 
We now write jt in the form 
./= Pls'Yi-Xil + ^  
1=1 
The 
•/(S, Pis'Yi-Xi) + %N|s' = PisVi 
1=1 1=1 
is a convex function in b. . Let 
' IS 
0 = % + 2\( Z [3. - 1) 
i=l ^ i=l ^ 
where X is the Lagrangian multiplier. Taking the partial 
derivative with respect to 
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^ = 2 P^s'K + 2X = 0 (A.6.1) 
Hence, 
n 
2  * 2 X ^ 0  
and 
" 2 / 
•'•  ^ t'ls 
1=1 






- 2 Pis^Ti " 0 • (A.6.2) 
It is easy to see that 
satisfies the Equation A.6.2. By the Kuhn-Tucker suffi­
ciency theorem cited in Appendix 2, is a global mini­
mum over the set given by and 
J, ' 
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XVI. APPENDIX 7 
We consider the modification of the mixture estimator 
^2 when is not known mentioned in Chapter IV. We also 
consider a modification in 6^ resulting in a change in the 
limiting variances. 
"2 2 The estimator O of a is unbiased under the model. 
This is so, since, 
^2 ^ ( Z! X. e. ) X. _ 
^(a |s) + e. - px. ^ ^  i ) /n-1 
2 2 2 2 
n _ 2x/a^ X. 
= S[(J -  ^ + ——ô}/n-l 
Z Z x^ '^  
= a2 . 
2 "2 
Furthermore, replacing a by 0 in a, we have 
a-=./U _ ] . 
Each additional term can be represented by a constant plus 
a term of Op(^). Hence substituting for does not 
alter the consistency of 8^. The variance of is altered 
in that the value of C is now 
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N N ~ N ' 
We now consider another modification in a 
Using a' from Equation IV. 30 in 
©2 - ^^2 ^ (l-a)R^ 
and denoting it 8^, we have 
®2- = Ô'R; + (!-»') Ri -
n n 
Z x, u^ .2 
= X^(B-R)a'+ Xjj[a'—+ d-a')^] 
When B = R, 
n 
(e;- 9^)2 = + (i_^)2 ^ lJLi)2 
Z *i Z X. 
+ 2<î' 
Z z X^ 
Now, 
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a - 2 
9 N X ^ 
1 " " 2 X —— 
- ^ Vàn 
and when B = R, ( B-R) ^ = O^d/n) so that we may write 
a' = 
N 
We also have 
i) â'= 1 + 0 (—J ) 
il) â'^ = 1 + 0 ( 1 ) 
ill) (1 - â')2 = 0^( i ) 
P  „ l - 2 t  
Hence, omitting expectation of terms of order in 
probability greater than 1/n, we have 
_  / \  _ o  _ 9 _ ^  9  
ELE" -Y )2]- X/ E[{ ^)2] 
^ Z 





When B / R, 
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a' -
1 + n 
P Vri A.. \ / 
N 
n 
and we have. 
i)  1  -a' = 1 - 0  i - ^ )  
ii) (1 - a ') ^ = 
n 
"i' "•'= °p'Tfe' 
Since 
^2 - = XN[G'(B-*)+â'_ 2 ^ + (1 _;.) !-fi] , 
Z X." ^ ^i 
(©2 - 7^)2 = 2(b-r)2+ ^'2(L_I^)2 + 
 ^ g Z x u  ^ zs. 
+ 2a' (B-R) ( )^ + 2a' (B-R) (l-(î') 
Z x. 
Z x^ 
. Z s Z xu 
+ 2a'(l-a')^ 
Z Z X ^ 
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Omitting terms of probability order greater than l/n. 
0 . g Z s. _ N (y -R^ 
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XVII. APPENDIX 8 
We now state without proof two theorems. Proofs are 
available in Fuller (13). 
Theorem I : 
Let ^X^x be a sequence of a real-valued k-dimensional random 
variable such that plim X - X. 
^ n 
Let g be a real valued function mapping X^ into a R 
dimensional space. Let g be continuous, except on the set 
D where P[XtD] - 0. Then plim g(X^) - g(X). 
Theorem II: 
Let <X / be a sequence of k-dimensional random variables 
with element 
X^(j) j - 1 k 
and gf (X ) be a sequence of measurable functions. Let <s > 
n n n 
and be k+1 sequences of positive numbers. 
If 
X^(j) " Op(r^(j)) j = 1 t 
y (j) = O (r (j)) j - t+l,...,k 
^n P ^ 
and if for any nonrandom sequence <a > there exists an N 




j = l,...,t 
a =  o ( r  ^ ^  )  -  t + 1 ,  . .  . , k  
n n 
then for n , N, 
9n«n' - °p(=n' 
